
[OK, we're recording.] 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Good evening. I'm going to call this session of the City of Medina land 
use hearing examiner's session to order. My name is Ted Hunter. I'm the hearing exam-
iner with Sound Law Center, who's been chosen by your council mayor to hear the 
side's certain land use applications. This evening, we have in front of us an application 
for a special use permit, and for two variances, and it's dealing with an eighty-foot tall 
monopole to support, in a support structure for wireless communications. The proposal 
will location is in Fairweather Park. The purpose of this hearing is to allow me to gather 
the information necessary in order to make a decision with reference to the criteria that 
have been established by your City Council in the Municipal Code. Prior to the hearing 
today, there was some concern. There was an issue about whether or not the environ-
mental review would be appealed. It was reported to me this morning by the City that no 
appeal was filed. So what I want to do in introductory remarks is focus the hearing on 
the special use permit criteria and the variance criteria. That's what I need to hear 
about. And those criteria are in your city code, I believe everyone has had an opportuni-
ty for at least the last week to see a copy of the staff recommendation, and it references 
those criteria. As you prepare for the hearing this evening, it would be important for you 
to be familiar with the criteria. I certainly hope the applicant is. The applicant has a team 
of four shoulder-to-shoulder men up front here. I hope you're comfortable there, and if 
you need to move about or bring some other chairs up, please feel free to do so. 
 
But the applicant must prove by reference to criteria in the code that they need each 
one of those in order for an application to be approved or approved with conditions. And 
I'm going to just alert you a little bit to what those are, because it really does frame the 
scope of this hearing. It is to look at these criteria. For the special use permit, it's im-
portant that I find that the use complies with the policies and goals of the conference of 
plan, that the use is designed to minimize detrimental effects on neighboring properties, 
that the use satisfies the requirements that are specified in the code for that use, that it 
complies with applicable zoning and development standards, and the final criteria, num-
ber five, is often the one that we focus on, that the use that is proposed will have no ma-
terially detrimental effects on neighboring properties due to excessive noise, lighting, 
off-site traffic generation, or other interferences with the peaceful use and possession of 
neighboring properties. There is a lot in that phrase, and that's what we will be looking 
for tonight, is your testimony about how these, this application meets this criteria.  
 
With reference to the variance, two are proposed, and one is from the setback stand-
ards, and the other is from the requirement to cover the associated utility building, and 
there I'm looking for testimony on whether the variance constitutes a grant of a special 
privilege, whether the variance is necessary due to special circumstances related to 
property, whether it''s necessary in order to relieve a material hardship, and whether the 
granting of the variance will not be be materially detrimental to the public welfare or inju-
rious to the property or improvements in the vicinity in which the property is situated. 
And finally, if the variance is the minimum necessary to provide reasonable relief. 
 



So that's why I'm here this evening, is to hear from the City, the City has its professional 
planners present. Is anyone else here from the City staff? So we're going to rely on 
planner presentations and the background work that they have done. I'm going to hear 
from the applicant, and they'll be introduced in a minute, to continue forward here, and 
then anyone else who has any questions, comments, or concerns. And what I've asked 
the City to do this evening is to give me any updated information if there's any new ex-
hibits that have come in, but we'll forgo the formal staff report presentation this evening 
because my sense is that it is a very well-informed citizenry that is here, and has had an 
opportunity to look at the staff report. In fact, I believe they made copies available at the 
table as people entered the room. But I do need staff to listen carefully to applicant and 
citizen comments, and give you an opportunity to respond to those.  
 
So we'll first hear from the City, if there is any updated exhibits or updated information 
from the time that the staff report is prepared. Then I'm going to turn to the applicant 
team and ask that they present their application to tune us in, or sharpen the focus on 
what materials they believe are appropriate for me to examine, and then we'll take citi-
zen testimony. I don't put time limits on testimony, but I understand that there is an at-
torney that represents at least some of you, and when we get to citizen testimony, I'll 
just want to know who is represented by legal counsel and hope that I can rely on legal 
counsel to present testimony in an organized manner. I did meet with legal counsel for 
the town, and for some of the neighbors earlier today on the procedures that I could fol-
low. So we discussed the focus of the hearing, that I will not be able to take testimony 
on any issues related to the State Environmental Policy Act review, because the appeal 
was not filed, so any testimony on significant adverse environmental impacts are on the 
checklist that was prepared by the City to determine the threshold decision that testimo-
ny is foreclosed at the hearing this evening. I cannot hear that.  
 
Similarly, any testimony about what is know as EMFs or electromagnetic fields or health 
impacts of any cellular tower is not permissible for me to hear. The Federal Communi-
cations Act of 1996 precluded any city, town, or hearing officer from even taking testi-
mony on matters related to health impacts. So there's only a limited amount that I can 
do, and that is determined by your City ordinances, and as I referenced earlier, those 
relate to the special use permit and the variance criteria.  
 
I want to mention another thing. Oh, here's my dinner here, so I'll take this out before I 
hold this up. In advance of the hearing, I received voluminous documents from the City, 
and the exhibits number over 100. And so those of you that did submit, a lot of those 
are public comments, if you submitted those prior to the hearing this evening, I will let 
you know that we will, in my office, I will review each of those comments, and it's helpful 
if you alert me to that in your testimony, that you did submit comments, and I can make 
a note of that and then go to your written comments. And it's not necessary then to re-
peat them tonight, but you can say, "I want you to know that I submitted written com-
ments. I stand with those comments tonight, or I supplement them as follows." And 
that's really helpful, as I am able then to reference those documents with the citizen that 
provided the testimony. And I'm not going to read into the record all of these hundred-
plus documents, but you need to know that they are there, the City has provided an op-



portunity to review them prior to the hearing this evening, and I believe they have been 
available for at least the last week. So what I do as a hearing officer is I presume that 
each is admissible, I don't follow the strict rule of evidence that a Superior Court might 
follow, but using the "reasonable person" standard, I admit all the exhibits that are sub-
mitted to me by the City, unless there is an objection raised at the hearing. Any exhibits 
offered during this hearing this evening, I will look to the other parties, the town, or the 
citizens, the applicant, to object to them. Otherwise, it's viewed admissible and will be-
come part of the record.  
 
I think we are ready to begin. One other procedural note. Testimony this evening must 
be given under oath or affirmation. This is the one opportunity. There is a state law 
called the Regulatory Reform Act, adopted in 1996, and it's the Revised Code of Wash-
ington, Chapter 36:70b. And it requires that the city, or town, or county hold only one 
hearing on an application. This is that hearing. There isn't another opportunity to present 
information, so I want to hear what you all have to say, I keep careful notes, and the tes-
timony under oath or affirmation is to ensure the reliability of that record, because if 
there is an appeal, it's only on the record, the documents that are admitted, and the 
transcription of the testimony would be reviewed by a court of law to determine if made 
the decision appropriately. And we will administer the oath as you come forward to testi-
fy. The City set up a high-class podium here, I think it was constructed earlier today by 
Robert, it's blue in color, and it's a heavy wooden podium, and that's where you will pre-
sent your testimony. We provided a couple of chairs, too, so as we look at names -- do 
we have a sign-in list of those that want to testify? We would like to bring that forward. 
The sign-in for the hearing. OK. Maybe can we retrieve that at this time? That will be 
helpful. And so, there are chairs there if you want to be seated before you testify, that's 
a good place to organize your thoughts. Also, the City has informed me they have a 
wandering or remote mike, however you refer to it technically, I'm not sure, a wireless 
microphone. So if you have any disability or have trouble coming forward to testify, you 
can be given the opportunity to testify with the wireless microphone.  
 
OK. So let's turn first to city staff and the professional planner that is here this evening, 
and I'll ask first that you take the oath. Are you testifying from the table there? 
 
Female Speaker: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Please raise your right hand. Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth in 
the testimony you give this evening? 
 
Female Speaker: I do. 
 
Ted Hunter: Please begin by stating your name and your position with the City. 
 
Jenny Noe: My name is Jenny Noe, last name spelled N-O_E, and I am a planning con-
sultant for the City of Medina. 
 



Ted Hunter: OK. We need to make sure that there is amplification, so we're going to try 
that again... 
 
Jenny Noe: Sorry... 
 
Ted Hunter: I've learned as a singer to be within about two inches of the microphone. 
 
Jenny Noe: I don't have a booming voice. My name is Jenny Noel, and I am the plan-
ning consultant for the City of Medina.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Is that, can everyone hear and understand that? It looks like "thumbs 
up". 
 
Jenny Noe: Great. 
 
Ted Hunter: So please continue, and as I indicated earlier, if you give us any updated 
information since the time you prepared the staff report, or any additional exhibits that 
you might have with you this evening.  
 
Jenny Noe: We've received additional exhibits, they are exhibits 44 through 59, and I 
have a copy here for you. 
 
[Inaudible in background] 
 
Jenny Noe: I'm sorry. There are additional exhibits that we have, 44 through 59, two of 
them are from the applicant, and the rest are public comment.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK, I'm going to suggest ... You see how close I am to the microphone ... 
 
Jenny Noe: [Laughs] 
 
Ted Hunter: ... and that's because we have a technician here, and she will be making 
adjustments. 
 
Jenny Noe: All right. 
 
Ted Hunter: But if you're closer, it is less blurry of a sound. So, let's try that again. What 
do you have for me this evening? 
 
Jenny Noe: I have additional exhibits for you. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. And have you numbered those exhibits? 
 
Jenny Noe: Yes. It's exhibits 44 through 59. 
 



Ted Hunter: And can you identify what those are and why you think they are important 
for this record? 
 
Jenny Noe: Uh, Exhibit 44, it's an additional rendering showing a different view from the 
play field of the proposal. Exhibit 45 is an updated RF coverage analysis, this is an up-
date to exhibit 41. Exhibit 46 were some slides that we had prepared, uh .... 
 
Ted Hunter: Slides of what would the slides be showing? 
 
Jenny Noe: We have prepared a staff presentation, but if you're going to forego that, we 
do not need to use ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Are they slides of exhibits that we have in front of us? Or is ... 
 
Jenny Noe: They're ... it's a PowerPoint presentation. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK.  
 
Jenny Noe: Exhibit 47 is an email from Dana Kieffer. Forty-eight is an email from Mo-
hammed Hawk. Exhibit 49 is an email from Skip Voorhees. Exhibit 50 is an email from 
Stephanie Hawk. Exhibit 51 is an email from Trent Dykes. Exhibit 52 is an email from 
Brent and Jenny Duncan. Exhibit 53 is an email from Jessica Rothsmith. Exhibit 54 is 
an email from Susan and Don Hanson. Exhibit 55 is a letter from James Quinn. Fifty-six 
is email from Merrill Goshart. Fifty-seven is an email from Noel Goshart. Fifty-eight is an 
email from Richard Rogers. And fifty-nine is an email from Brad Smith. And this is all 
summarized in the letter for you.  
 
Ted Hunter: And do you have copies of those exhibits now to submit for the record? 
 
Jenny Noe: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: Do you want to bring those forward? And thank you for marking them in 
advance of the hearing. So my understanding is then that these emails that you've 
listed, and the letter came in from the time you prepared your staff reports ... 
 
Jenny Noe: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter:  ... until this evening's hearing.  
 
Jenny Noe: Yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, Robin. So now those are in the record. Is there any updated 
information that you have either on your review of these new exhibits, or any other mat-
ters that you've considered since then? 
 
Jenny Noe: No, we do not have any updated information. 



 
Ted Hunter: So you stand on your staff report that you submitted for the record and is 
already in the record.  
 
Jenny Noe: Yes, we do. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. We will turn now to the applicant team that is seated to my 
right, and, good evening. Is this the full applicant team, or do you have others present 
here in the hearing room this evening? 
 
[Inaudible] [17:12.9] 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. And you must be the chief spokesperson then. 
 
[Inaudible] [17:16.8] 
 
Ted Hunter: You're the attorney. OK. Richard Stevens. Thank you for identifying your-
self, and we will rely on you, then, to present witness testimony. So you have three wit-
nesses that you wanted to present this evening? 
 
[Inaudible] [17:37.5]    
 
Ted Hunter: Oh-oh. We handed a microphone to the attorney. Now what's going to hap-
pen? We might go over, you say you have one witness, to present. 
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. I'm anticipating one witness, I have two other people here who 
were involved in the project and have submitted information, and are available for ques-
tions.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Very good. Well, do you want to present your witness now, or did you 
want to make an opening statement of any sort ... 
 
Richard Stevens: No, I think I would rather just kind of explain kind of generally what the 
project is and why we think it's in compliance with the code and the variances, and in 
the middle, I think I have, it's the best time to present the witness testimony.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. So you're going to orient us toward those criteria that I referenced ear-
lier? 
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: And give me some sense of what your witness will present then in support 
of your argument that you're making in you're opening remarks.  
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. 
 



Ted Hunter: All right. Please proceed.  
 
Richard Stevens: Thank you. Independent Towers, as Harry Zimmer has already noted, 
uh, is seeking special use permit and two variances. And they've worked with the City 
over the last many months in trying to develop a proposal for a monopole that is eighty 
feet in height, that will particularly allow the co-location of antennas. And this is im-
portant because we believe the City's policy is designed to encourage co-location and 
reduce the number of poles that are necessary in the area. And I am also going to pro-
pose that we do something a little different, and that is actually talk about the variances 
first, and then the special use permit. And in doing so, I would like to talk about the five 
hundred foot setback, and that's a five hundred foot setback requirement for residential 
property lines, and as the staff has indicated in their staff report, there is really only one 
place in the entire City of Medina that could qualify for having a five hundred foot set-
back from property lines, residential property lines. But that location would not allow an 
eighty foot pole. So the only pla -, and the place where we have selected, which is the 
Fairweather Park, is the only place where eighty foot poles are allowed at all. This is the 
only site, and we believe the only way for the eighty foot pole requirement to be met, is 
that there is a variance on the five hundred foot setback. In terms of the criteria, it is our 
position that the setback is not a use restriction, and so we meet that first criteria. You 
can't have variances for use restrictions on property.  
 
And, the second criteria that we believe it's necessary because the eighty foot pole and, 
again, in order to get the eighty foot pole, you've got to go, you had better get relief from 
the 500 foot setback, is because of inadequate cell service. And the testimony that I'm 
going to have you hear in a little bit is from Jeff Adams from SpectraNet, who has sub-
mitted information and is in the binder of exhibits. Because it is technical, I'm going to 
have him in a few minutes explain that. In terms of the third criteria, the one about mate-
rial hardship, we believe that the five hundred foot setback does create a material hard-
ship, because the only way, once again, is to meet the co-location policy of the City, 
which is to have the eighty-foot tower, is to put it on this site, and there is no way any-
place else in the City of Medina that you can do that and avoid getting around the five 
hundred foot setback. 
 
And to date, we don't believe there is any evidence that this would be materially impact 
to the public welfare, and in fact in some ways, this proposal has beendesigned particu-
larly to protect the public welfare. And one of these issues overlaps into the variance for 
the undergrounding. We've, in consultation with the City, proposed a pole that is a sin-
gle pole with nothing else on it, there's no flag, we've agreed to have a light placed 
there, although it is not critical to my client's proposal whether there is a light there. The 
pole is located relatively near a tennis court, and perhaps the City wants a light. We're 
happy to do that, but that is not critical to our proposal. We've proposed something as 
simple, straightforward, and less intrusive in terms of having decoration, having some 
other kinds of attributes that might call attention to it. And particularly, as I mentioned in 
regard to the undergrounding, we are putting this pole, is proposed to be as close to the 
five-twenty right of way as is feasible, it is near the tennis courts, and the play area of 



the park is left intact by keeping one side of the proposal, one side of the building, the 
east side, open, and that's where the access points are to the equipment.  
 
The alternative is to put the access points, including stairs and doors and things, on the 
top, which would interfere more with the use of the grassy area of the park. So that's 
why we designed it in this particular manner.  
 
Then, the last criteria is that this is the minimum relief, and we haven't proposed that the 
pole by any closer to the property lines, the residential property lines, than necessary. 
We pushed this to the far, the far southern edge, close to the five-twenty right of way, 
and we put it close to the tennis courts, and it's the furthest possible way in all practicali-
ty away from other property owners, particularly the residential property owners. And so, 
we're not asking for reducing five hundred down to twenty feet, we are asking for a very 
small reduction in the five hundred foot, just the minimum that's necessary to be able to 
do this proposal. And as the staff report has indicated, that the City has granted vari-
ances from the five hundred foot setback for other cell towers, and that because there 
really are no other sites except this one in the entire City, that's natural, that's kind of the 
way it has to be.  
 
In regard to the variance on undergrounding, and I talked about that just a minute 
ago,our position is that the code requires that the facility be underground,and one way 
that we believe the hearing examiner could look at it is, it is underground. It is complete-
ly underground, it is just a side of the facility which is exposed. And the top is completely 
underground, and is essentially a park, is part of the park, a usable part of the park. An-
other part of the design, as you see in the construction drawings, we have designed the 
cabling that would normally go from the pole to go underneath the pole and be com-
pletely undergrounded, instead of having it at the base of the pole and then having to 
fence it off. Once again, we've tried to make the park area as usable as possible, and as 
least intrusive with fences or anything that could get in the way of play.  
 
Ted Hunter: Mm-hmm. Well, back up for a minute. If your position is that it is all under-
ground, there's only a side exposed, then you wouldn't need a variance, correct? 
 
Richard Stevens: That's true. 
 
Ted Hunter: So why would you apply for that? 
 
Richard Stevens: The City, the City is taking the position that the side exposed is, 
means that we are not completely underground. That when the code says, the code 
doesn't say completely underground, it says a facility, excuse me, a facility needs to be 
underground, our position is we're willing to go with the city on this. I'm just saying that .. 
 
Ted Hunter: Mm-hmm. It's just curious to me, because you always have to have some 
exposure, correct? 
 
Richard Stevens: That's correct. 



 
Ted Hunter: At least some type of man-hole in order to enter the underground facility, I 
would think.  
 
Richard Stevens: That's right. 
 
Ted Hunter: So how would you ever have one that was with no exposure. Is that what 
underground ... 
 
Richard Stevens: Well... 
 
Ted Hunter: ... means, that something is exposed?  
 
Richard Stevens: ... If that's what it means, we need a variance, but I would agree, I 
think that there is no way you could have a structure a hundred percent unexposed.  
 
Ted Hunter: Yeah. Well, and this is kind of a code interpretation issue, and I'm interest-
ed in it, and I want to ask the City Planner, Jenny Noel, about your determination that 
this would require a variance. And she's going to stand up and give me the answer, so it 
must be an important one. And you heard, and he's, the attorney is not testifying, but 
he's saying that the position of the City of Medina is that if one side is exposed, it is no 
longer an underground facility. And my question is, how could you even have an acces-
sible facility that's underground if nothing is exposed?  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: We need the technician to get your microphone on. Can we depend on you 
to do that? Is it on now? If you say something into the microphone. 
Tell me your name again. Say something. You need to say something.  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. It doesn't appear that the microphone... Is there an "on" button that's 
off in the case? It's a wireless microphone. 
 
[Pause on recording] 
 
Ted Hunter: Jenny, could you say something, and maybe you can say the Pledge of Al-
legiance or something so we can get some sound check, or just "check" is fine. Check-
ing the mike. No, it's not, it's not working. We have another mike that was working earli-
er. 
 
[Background noise] 
 



Ted Hunter: Could you work on this microphone, and make sure that it does work when 
we have citizen testimony, please? Why don't you hand that to her? Thank you, Robert. 
OK, Jenny, back to you ...  
 
Jenny Noe: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... about the City's position on what "underground" means.  
 
Jenny Noe: Underground means that you should be the original or finished grade of the 
earth. So you're allowed to have up to five inches above that, which this does not do on 
the east side of the building where the bottom of the hill is, the building is 10 feet tall.  
 
Ted Hunter: So it's the fact that it's above grade. Is that it? 
 
Jenny Noe: Yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Not necessarily just exposure, but it's exposure above existing grade. 
 
Jenny Noe: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Thank you. And I don't really intend, I don't think you're making this an 
issue. You've said that your client goes along with the City's interpretation of its code. 
But I thought it was helpful to get clarification, and maybe that increases the under-
standing that the City's position is that it's not proposed as an underground facility be-
cause the proposal includes one side that is above existing grade.  
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. And that's why we've essentially agreed and gone forward with 
the variance application. As I said earlier, and I'm sorry if I'm repeating myself, we be-
lieve that essentially, the second, third, and fourth criteria for variances, about need and 
hardship and the public interest, we believe that those are met in this case, because 
once again, we are trying to keep as much of the park play area available as possible. 
And to put the access facilities as well as these equipment structures need to be air 
conditioned. All of that would have to be up on the top essentially, with stairs going 
down, and it would interfere with the play area. So that's why we've put this on essen-
tially a vertical plane, to take up less area of the park, and the topography of this par-
ticular site lends itself well to it because the actual site for the pole, again, it needs to be 
near the five-twenty according to the City's regulations. The would be near the five-
twenty right of way, and it has to be in the unforested area of the park. It just so hap-
pens that the topography changes just to the east of that to go down to the level of the 
tennis courts. So we designed it in this way ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Uh-huh. 
 
Richard Stevens: ... to help the public interest in the park. 
 



Ted Hunter: OK. Can you explain, have one of your witnesses explain perhaps, why it's 
the mini-, how does it meet the minimum necessary? As I recall, it's, isn't it in excess of 
fifteen hundred square feet for the facility?  
 
Richard Stevens: Yes, it's just barely over fifteen hundred. 
 
Ted Hunter: And that structure-, yeah, there are a number of these, and that's a fairly 
large utility structure compared to others that I've seen, and perhaps your witness can 
speak to that, and why is that the minimum necessary? Because it seems rather large.  
 
Richard Stevens: And I can address that briefly. The purpose of the eighty-foot pole is 
to allow co-location, and so, and I will have a witness reference this, but in  anticipation 
of that, co-location of 5 different cell phone different companies or wireless service pro-
viders, and so they each need their own space. They each want to have it locked, they 
don't want anybody else getting access to it, and so we'll have Mr. Schweigard explain 
why we need this much space to be able to provide a tower, an eighty-foot tower, which 
is allowed by the zoning for the number of wireless providers that ... 
 
Ted Hunter: I guess you answered it, that there are 5 that are part of this proposed tow-
er, 5 into fifteen hundred, you're basically getting, what? Three hundred. 
 
Richard Stevens: That's right. 
 
Ted Hunter: You're an attorney,you shouldn't do math, but three hundred square feet 
each ... 
 
Richard Stevens: That's right. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... they're all separated, which is more typical of what a utility building would 
be for a cell line.  
 
Richard Stevens: Umm ... 
 
Ted Hunter: And I'm not going to ask why you have to lock it off. I wonder what secrets 
would be in those rooms is a curiosity. I think the fact that it's locked would make it more 
interesting to people getting in there. There must be something in those locked rooms.  
 
Richard Stevens: And frankly, I have no idea what's in there. 
 
Ted Hunter: [Laughs] Nobody does.  
 
Richard Stevens: Ummm, - 
 
Ted Hunter: But the City code inspector will be allowed access at any time, correct. 
 
Richard Stevens: I believe so. 



 
Ted Hunter: OK. Well, you've introduced it, you meet the variance criteria, that's your 
position, I think that's clear or you wouldn't be here this evening, did youwant to use the 
special use permit criteria? 
 
Richard Stevens: Yes, I will, briefly, and in the middle of that is when I would like to 
have Jeff Adams testify. Our position is that, number 1, under the special use criteria, 
we are consistent with the comprehensive plan. The comprehensive plan puts a high 
priority on the park, and we're keeping it as minimal an impact on the park as possible. 
 
Ted Hunter: Let me get back to clear it up right now, because I hear "nature preserve", 
and I hear "park". What does the City prefer? Is it a nature preserve, or is it a park? How 
do you officially refer to it? Both terms are bandied about in every document that I've 
seen.  
 
Male Voice: And just for the record, Robert [??], Director of Development Services. We 
use actually all of the different terms, but the more formal of it would beFairweather Na-
ture Preserve and Park". 
 
Ted Hunter: Ah. That would resolve it. Often times it's "and" rather than "or" that re-
solves the conflict. OK. Thank you, Robert. Nature preserve and park. OK. Please con-
tinue with your Special Use Permit analysis on behalf of the applicant. 
 
Richard Stevens: The second criteria is about design having minimal effects, and we've 
already talked about that briefly, both in the simplicity of the pole style and preserving 
the effects on the park. And then, perhaps the most important part to us is the third is 
compliance with the code. And the Municipal Code, Section 20:37:60a allows wireless 
facilities in Fairweather Park as long as it's in the north, the non-forested area, and it's 
next to the state right-of-way, which is exactly where this site is. The next section, 
20:37:07o will allow an eighty-foot tower in this site only if the increase, there's a couple 
of requirements here, one, an increase in height is necessary to avoid gaps in service in 
the State Route 520 bridge. And we have dealt with that in exhibit thirty-one, at page 
nineteen, that is an analysis by Darryl Salk from T-Mobile, who talks about, this is nec-
essary to provide adequate coverage on the 520 floating bridge.  
 
The next criteria is that you can do an eight-foot tower as long as you are supporting a 
future co-location, which is exactly what we are doing here. This is not T-Mobile building 
an eight-foot tower. We're building a tower for several potential users, and so the eighty-
foot tower requirement is tied to co-location, which is exactly what we are going to do. 
And I believe Jeff Adams can also explain why shorter towers don't support the co-
location as the eighty-foot tower does. And the last criteria is that it does not materially 
impact based on things like noise and traffic. The noise from this proposal is only for 
these air conditioning units. The noise is, there is a sound wall that is between the ten-
nis courts and the access doors to each of the wireless providers, a little dais. The in-
crease in noise is something like 2 to 3 decibels. This is in the record. This is a minute 
amount of noise. And I would say, just in terms of clarification, in response to various 



comments that have come in from the public, there is no proposal to have generators. 
Generators sometimes create noise, and other, and that's not uncommon with wireless 
facilities. This proposal does not include generators. The traffic impact, I think it's in the 
staff report, we're talking about somebody who might come once or twice a month to 
check the facility. We're not talking about a use, a special use that is commercial or re-
tail and involves people coming and going a lot. 
 
So we believe that we have met all of those criteria for the special use permit, based on 
what we have provided in the record. So, at this point, I would like to have Jeff Adams 
from SpectraNet come and explain a little bit more of the technical information about the 
proposed tower, and really why it is necessary. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. And where do you want your witness to stand? At the podium? 
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: Please come forward. 
 
[Background noise and coughing] 
 
Jeff Adams: My name is Jeff Adams ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Please hold on a minute. Take your time.  
 
Jeff Adams: All right.  
 
Ted Hunter: Look at me. Good evening.  
 
Jeff Adams: Good evening.  
 
Ted Hunter: All right. Please raise your right hand. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yep. 
 
Ted Hunter: Do you swear to tell the truth in the testimony you give this evening? 
 
Jeff Adams: I do. 
 
Ted Hunter: And now, your name again, please. 
 
Jeff Adams: Jeff Adams, President of SpectraNet. So the background is just that I was 
asked to run an independent RF coverage analysis for this site in question, and the way 
I did this was simply to look at different possible antenna heights on the tower. 
 
Richard Stevens: Jeff, ... 
 



Ted Hunter: Mr. Adams, I'm going to ask the attorney to direct questions to you. 
 
Jeff Adams: All right. 
 
Ted Hunter: And you're testifying to me this evening, all right? So I want to be able to 
see you when you're testifying. 
 
Jeff Adams: All right. 
 
Ted Hunter: You're uncomfortable there, I sense ... 
 
Jeff Adams: Well, I've got to get the mike up ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Yeah. Take time to get yourself settled. If you have notes, you're welcome 
to use that podium, and then I think your attorney here this evening might have ques-
tions for you, and I want to hear the responses.  
 
Jeff Adams: OK. 
 
Richard Stevens: And I will start with, could you just describe your background that 
would explain why you're able to do what you're doing in this case. 
 
Jeff Adams: Sure. I have a Masters in electrical engineering, and I am professionally 
licensed in the State of Washington, and I also have a number of wireless certifications, 
including an IEEE wireless certification. 
 
Ted Hunter: What is your license in the State of Washington? 
 
Jeff Adams: Electrical engineering.  
 
Richard Stevens: And have you done the kind of analysis that you've done today, have 
you done that before? 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes. Many times.  
 
Richard Stevens: And could you describe what it is that you first did when you were 
contacted by Independent Towers?  
 
Jeff Adams: Well, I just set up models to use the exact antennas that T-mobile put on 
their application, so the exact antenna characteristics were built into the model. I also 
put into the model terrain data, that represents the ground terrain that has roughly ten 
meter accuracy. On top of that, I used lydar data, that has about a 6 by 6 foot resolution, 
and in height resolution is about 1 foot. The reason why this was important is a propa-
gation can vary considerably with clutter, trees, buildings, etc., so that's an important 
part of the model that was being built to accommodate these analyses. Many of these 



analyses ran forty minutes on my computer, just to give you a sense of how much com-
putational time went into it. [Inaudible] 
 
Richard Stevens: Let me stop you for a minute. 
 
Ted Hunter: Yeah. I appreciate and I understand everything you said ... 
 
Jeff Adams: OK. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... believe it or not. I don't know, though, what you're examining. Is it the ra-
dio frequency analysis? - 
 
Jeff Adams: - Yeah, - 
 
'Ted Hunter: Is it the base, - 
 
Jeff Adams: I could just jump into the presentation. There's thirty-two slides. I only intent 
to highlight maybe six or seven to kind of drive home the selling points without boring 
you, so I can just show you a map, it's probably worth a thousand words, ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Well, I'm just asking you a simple question. Was it a radio frequency analy-
sis. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes.Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. I didn't understand that. 
 
Jeff Adams: I'm sorry. 
 
Ted Hunter: Because one thing used lydar data and topographic maps, and vegetation 
interference charts for a number of analyses, and you have now a theoretical wireless 
coverage map. Is that what you prepared? 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: Over there? Now back to your attorney, who is going to ask questions. 
 
Richard Stevens: And, Mr. Adams, there are, is it correct, there's two reports of yours 
that were submitted to the City, is that right? 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes. 
 
Richard Stevens: And could you explain the difference between the two? 
 
Jeff Adams: The first analysis was based on a location of a T-Mobile site that was on 
one of the original applications, so I used that latitude and longitude on the original ap-



plication for the analysis. Later, it was discovered that that location had actually moved, 
so I redid the analysis to the new latitude and longitude of the cell site in question. 
 
Richard Stevens: So just so I'm clear, the analysis was essentially the same, it's just 
that the first one was done from an incorrect site. 
 
Jeff Adams: It was done roughly some four hundred feet off. 
 
Richard Stevens: OK. 
 
Ted Hunter: Is this an exhibit that we have? We have both of these as exhibits?  
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. And, ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Can you give me reference for the exhibit, please? 
 
Richard Stevens: The one was exhibit, I believe it's exhibit 45 is the current one, I'm just 
going by Ms. Noel's .... 
 
Ted Hunter: Jenny? 
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Richard Stevens: Oh, I'm sorry. 
 
Ted Hunter: Forty-one ... 
 
Richard Stevens: ... is the old. And the new one is forty-five.  
 
Ted Hunter: So forty-one should no longer be relied upon ... 
 
Richard Stevens: That's correct. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... and forty-five is introduced this evening for the first time.  
 
Richard Stevens: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: It replaces exhibit forty-one. 
 
Richard Stevens: That's correct. And it was submitted to the City, I'm not sure if it was 
yesterday or the day before yesterday. On Monday, that was. So exhibitforty-five was 
submitted to the City on Monday, and I just wanted to get that clear, so when the hear-
ing examiner is looking through the record, he realizes he doesn't need to spend time 
with forty-one.  
 
Ted Hunter: Of course. 



 
Richard Stevens: OK, so now can you describe what it is that you did? 
 
Jeff Adams: Sure. Let me go to a map really quickly. So, you know, one of the questions 
was how does the coverage change? How does your wireless coverage change as a 
function of height on this tower? So in order to make quantifiable comparisons, I took 
the area that you see up on the screen in gray, and I posed the question in the model, 
"What percentage of the area will be covered by this cell site at these different heights?" 
And the reason I wanted to do that was ... 
 
Ted Hunter: ... what you have on the screen? Is that page from the exhibit forty-five?  
 
Jeff Adams: It was the last exhibit that was submitted, yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: And what page was that? 
 
Jeff Adams: I'm sorry, this is Slide 3. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah, there are page numbers in the lower right corner. So, again, at the 
moment I'm just analyzing this area in order to make quantifiablecomparisons in cover-
age. So this is what the coverage would look like, and again, I'm using the exact specifi-
cations from the T-Mobile application in terms of transpond power, antenna orientation, 
and also antenna model. The antenna model has a very complex pattern of RF that is 
shooting out of it, and I used the exact model of that antenna as part of this analysis.  
 
Richard Stevens: Let me step in for a minute. You said this is what it would look like if, 
what? 
 
Jeff Adams: This is what the coverage would look like if T-Mobile's at seventy-six feet, 
with the azimuths as shown on point 4, 30 degrees, one-fifty, and two-seventy. That's 
what was from the original application that T-Mobile submitted. 
 
Ted Hunter: Why is this of interest to me? 
 
Richard Stevens: It explains, I think it's going to explain why the importance of this par-
ticular proposal in getting an eighty-foot pole, and getting T-Mobile or somebody at that 
level. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. So in this page 5 of the report shows that it would not provide sufficient 
coverage, or does provide? I'm not sure where you're going with that. 
What does this show? 
 
Jeff Adams: Well, that's a good question, but what we're trying to show is the difference 
in coverage that you would get at different heights on the tower, so it's, what I'm going 



to show is the higher the height, the better the coverage. And in order to try to make this 
as meaningful as possible, on the Legend to the right, this is using the so-called long-
term evolution or the latest and greatest in carrier technology. This is the maximum 
possible data rate by color code that you could get off of this tower if you were the only 
one actually with a mobile device near the tower. See, you can see that very close to 
the tower, it would be theoretically possible to have speeds as high as 86.4 megabits 
per second. As you get further out, you can see that the maximum possible data rates 
drop. What this means of course, is if you have your mobile device, and you turn the 
screen to YouTube, or you're trying to send some file to someone, this basically gives 
you a sense of how quickly your upload is going to take.  
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Adams, where does it show on that data rate how far away you are 
from the tower? 
 
Jeff Adams: I'm afraid I don't have a mileage legend on this map, but I sort of assumed 
that, you know, this, that people recognize this area very well, and so they don't need a 
sense of what the distances are.  
 
Ted Hunter: I see. 
 
Jeff Adams: With the aerial map, and... 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Thank you. And you have a number of these in your report. [Inaudible] 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah, and I'm not going to go through all of them... 
 
Ted Hunter: ... go through each one? 
 
Jeff Adams: No, I'm not going to go through all of them. I'm going to jump around in or-
der to ... 
 
Ted Hunter: [Inaudible] ... fourteen, fifteen, a lot of pages. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. 
 
Ted Hunter: And they show some differences. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes. So I wanted to use this particular slide to set the groundwork for what 
it is we're looking at, so when I actually get to a comparison slide, it will really sort of 
drive home the importance of height in terms of adequate coverage.  
 
Ted Hunter: By this slide, do you mean this page 4 of your exhibit? 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. This is more that I wanted to talk off of, because this is the proposed 
height for the T-Mobile tower, is seventy-six feet, and I want to also say that I also 



looked at voice coverage. Now, voice coverage is actually represented by that point 1.  
Point 1 actually corresponds to GSM voice. And you'll notice that the voice .... 
 
Richard Stevens: What do you mean by GSM voice? 
 
Jeff Adams: It's another telephone, it's another technology that is proposed to go onto 
this site. So on your handset that is your cell phone, there is basically two applications. 
There is data, and there is voice. So I wanted to show both. So showing the maximum 
possible data rates here, but on the bottom I'm showing in the red and orange, this is 
how far the voice coverage would go, which is much further than the data coverage.  
 
Ted Hunter: All right. I understand it. 
 
Jeff Adams: OK. 
 
Richard Stevens: And then, one other thing I would like to clarify just for the record and 
for the hearing examiner. There are some of these coverage analyses for a completely 
different site. Is that correct?  
 
Jeff Adams: Yes. There is an alternative site, do you mean the alternative site? 
 
Richard Stevens: Yeah. And so I just want him to know that those are not relevant to 
this particular proposal, and if you could identify where those link, if you come to them 
and you skip over them, identify where those are. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. OK. So, I'm going to skip very quickly to, so the reason why this slide 
is particularly useful is it's a direct side-by-side comparison of the quality of coverage 
that one would get ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Let's identify this slide. Is this page ten of exhibit forty-five? 
 
Jeff Adams: Page ten, yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: You see, we don't have video coverage and a video record, so it's helpful to 
identify ... 
 
Jeff Adams: I'm sorry. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... exactly what you're referring to. 
 
Jeff Adams: I apologize. 
 
Ted Hunter: So this slide... 
 
Jeff Adams: Slide ten... 
 



Ted Hunter: ... is page ten ... 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. 
 
Ted Hunter: Of Exhibit forty-five. 
 
Jeff Adams: So again, using the exact specifications that T-Mobile had put on their orig-
inal application, this is the coverage you would get at seventy-six feet, this is the cover-
age at thirty-six feet. The difference is approximately ten percent more coverage in 
terms of area at seventy-six feet than at thirty-six feet, and approximately 1.4 times 
higher average aggregate data rates, due to higher signal quality.  
 
Richard Stevens: And what does RAD stand for? 
 
Jeff Adams: Radiation, it's just the height of the antenna.  
 
Richard Stevens: OK.  
 
Ted Hunter: Why don't you use that, then? 
 
Jeff Adams: I know. It's a common term in the industry, a radiation height of the anten-
na, so... 
 
Ted Hunter: Radiation height for what? 
 
Jeff Adams: [Pause] Gad, I've already forgotten what it is. Radiation, if people heard 
what RADs is, it's the height of the antenna. RAD is radiation. Radiation is the  height of 
the antenna. Some acronyms we use so much that we forget what they stand for. This 
next slide is important, now. Note that this coverage analysis was done using this lydar 
with very fine resolution on the tree heights. What I did was, I ran this exact same anal-
ysis for this particular slide, slide number ten, and I ran it again assuming no trees, no 
buildings, just pure ground elevation. And the reason I wanted to do that is to show what 
impact the trees are having on the coverage. So here is what would would happen if 
you didn't have trees or buildings. You would have tremendous coverage. And I'll flip 
back and forth just to drive home what a large difference this is, and the reason for this 
is that RF gets attenuated by trees, and most especially T-Mobile's frequencies in the 
so-called AWS band, it's twenty-one megahertz, there's much, much greater attenuation 
by trees at those frequencies than there are at some of the lower frequency cellular 
bands. So the trees have an enormous impact on the coverage, as you can see. As the 
trees ...  
 
Richard Stevens: Let me stop you here for a minute. So when you say greater attenua-
tion than other cellular companies, how does that relate to the height?  
 
Jeff Adams: How it relates to the height is that when we have here in Medina trees that 
are over a hundred feet. Clusters of trees that are over a hundred feet. We're putting an 



antenna, or proposing to put an antenna that is seventy-six feet. I'm still below the tree 
line effectively, and my R of coverages is impacted. So the lower I go on that tower, the 
worse my coverage is, and the smaller this area will be as the trees get taller.  
 
Richard Stevens: OK.  
 
Jeff Adams: And I wanted to make a very quick comparison. This is a potential future 
tenant at fifty-six feet on this tower, but in this case, I'm assuming eighthundred and fifty 
megaHertz, which is a popular carrier band at much lower frequencies, and again I am 
using the lydar data, so this coverage plot does include the trees, and notice how much 
better the coverage is. And again, that's because we're operating at a much lower fre-
quency, I get much less attenuation than the T-Mobile frequencies at twenty-one hun-
dred. So I would argue in fact, that that frequency band need more height than any oth-
er carrier because of the effect of the trees on the quality of the signal. I need to go as 
high as possible. I would even say that seventy-six feet is, if I were, if I had my way, I 
would want it even higher to get better coverage.  
 
Ted Hunter: Well, what's the limit for as high as possible? That's what you want. What 
would be as high as possible in your world? 
 
Jeff Adams: I would have to do a more detailed analysis. As you start getting higher, 
then you have to start considering the tilt of the antenna, and a lot of things come into 
play, but it's not uncommon to have antennas at a hundred and twenty feet. 
 
Ted Hunter: There's no limit on height, then, from your perspective as an engineer in 
radio frequency transmissions? 
 
Jeff Adams: Well, there may be. There's practical reasons for not going too high. If you 
go too high, then I have to tilt the antennas down to such a degree that I'm not neces-
sarily buying myself anything, so, but it is common to have antenna heights at a hun-
dred to a hundred and twenty or more feet. Very common. 
 
Ted Hunter: So as high as possible would mean a hundred to a hundred and twenty feet 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. Above the trees would be preferable.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Why isn't your client proposing that, then? Why eighty feet? 
 
Jeff Adams: Well, the coverage, OK, one thing, because the coverage tends to be less 
at these higher frequencies, T-Mobile has more cell sites on average per area than say, 
for example, Verizon. They have more towers in order to overcome this issue. Some-
times it's a good thing, because you don't want to go too far, you want to limit the num-
ber of clients that are sucking down your bandwidth, so that you don't overload the 
node. So it's not always a bad thing. 
 



Richard Stevens: And I'll just interject, because I don't know that Mr. Adams can speak 
for anything on the towers, because he was not involved in actually the designing of this 
proposal originally. But Independent Towers wanted to propose something that was 
consistent with the code and the City said eighty feet, that's the max. So, that's why 
they're going for eighty feet. I did have one other question for Mr. Adams, and that is, 
when you looked at the seventy-six foot level, why not eighty? Is there some reason 
you've chosen seventy-six instead of eighty? 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah, that was simply what was on the original T-Mobile applications, so I 
just went with it. 
 
Ted Hunter: So you did not look at eighty feet ...  
 
Jeff Adams: I did not. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... but that's the proposal. And would eighty feet make a difference over 
seventy-six feet? 
 
Jeff Adams: My opinion, without actually having run that analysis, is that it would im-
prove it, but I don't know to what degree. Probably not that much. Four feet is probably 
not going to make that much difference.  
 
Ted Hunter: Mm-hmm. And what is your conclusion, based on [??] report that you've 
prepared? Do you make an opinion on whether coverage is adequate or not? 
 
Jeff Adams: You know, that really wasn't in the scope of the analysis. I was only looking 
at this one site, and the alternative site to show what the difference is in coverage as a 
function of height. I did not look at T-Mobile's other sites in the area. That wasn't part of 
the scope of the work, so ... 
 
Ted Hunter: We are seeing this report for the first time, at least I am. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. 
 
Ted Hunter: Do you have a page that gives your conclusions?  
 
Jeff Adams: I do. Very quickly, if you don't mind, before I go to the summary page, in a 
previous analysis I confined the analysis area as I have shown. Here is what it would 
look like when I [??], when I don't bound the problem any more. I let, you can see that 
there is a great deal of coverage that goes over the 520, so now I'm basically opening 
up the analysis, saying, hey, what kind of data coverage do I get on the water, on the 
highway, and you can see that it extends quite a ways out. 
 
Ted Hunter: Then I'll jump directly to the summary page. That's, what page is that?  
 



Jeff Adams: Good question. Looks like it's twenty-seven. So the summary page just sort 
of duplicates what I've been saying, that, you know, especially for the T-Mobile frequen-
cy of twenty-one hundred megaHerz, they need as much height as possible to get de-
cent coverage, and to, also it appears that carriers like, if for example, there is a carrier 
using eight-fifty, as I'm sure there will be down the road, there is going to be tremen-
dously good coverage at sixty-six feet, or even fifty-six feet. So this is a great location 
for other carriers, but T-Mobile is someone that needs the height more than any other, 
just based on the physics of the problem.  
 
Richard Stevens: I would like to ask one other question, kind of going back to the sev-
enty-six versus eighty feet. The seventy-six feet is correct, that's the center of the an-
tenna, and do you know how, what's the distance the antenna takes? 
 
Jeff Adams: What the size of the antenna is? I have something in the appendix, I may or 
may not, I don't seem to have, I don't have the size of it with me, I'm afraid. I have the 
antenna patterns, which is what I used as part of the analysis for that, I'm sure it's not 
too interesting, I don't have any pictures of the antenna.   
 
Richard Stevens: That's fine. Thank you. That's all I have. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK, that's not really fine with me. There must be some assumption made 
about the antenna. Seventy-six feet is the center line ... 
 
Jeff Adams: Yeah. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... of the antenna, correct? 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: And what pole height would be necessary to accommodate that? 
 
Jeff Adams: I think that's, it's a structural question. Again, I was doing a coverage anal-
ysis, and I just went with the requested height of seventy-six feet as part of that analysis 
without actually questioning why they wanted that. I know the tower is eighty feet. I've 
rarely seen ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Well, wouldn't you need to know the antenna height? Because your analy-
sis uses a center line, and center line implies that there is some known distance be-
tween the bottom and top. 
 
Jeff Adams: Yes, it's a fair question, and the answer is no. I don't need to know that. I'm 
using the exact manufacturer RF patterns that come out of the antenna, literally I'm 
downloading them and I'm converting them to a model for the antenna, so that pattern 
represents, if you will, the size of it, whether it's two feet, or three feet. I don't know how 
big the antenna is off the top of my head. But these patterns represent the exact behav-
ior of that antenna with the given center line. But I understand your question.  



 
Richard Stevens: Mr. Examiner, we have other information in the record which I think 
will answer that question.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Well, thank you for your testimony this evening 
 
Jeff Adams: OK. Thank you. 
 
Richard Stevens: And I would like to have Dan Schweigard from Independent Towers 
testify and essentially answer the question that just came up about the height of the an-
tenna.  
 
Ted Hunter: Good evening, sir.  
 
Dan Schweigard: Good evening. 
 
Ted Hunter: Would you please raise your right hand? Do you swear the truth in testimo-
ny here this evening?  
 
Dan Schweigard: I do.  
 
Ted Hunter: Would you spell your last name, please? 
 
Dan Schweigard: S-C-H-W-E-I-G-A-R-D. 
 
Ted Hunter: Enter Dan Schweigard. 
 
Richard Stevens: Mr. Schweigard, could you briefly describe your position at Independ-
ent Towers? 
 
Dan Schweigard: I'm a development manager for Independent Towers. I've been work-
ing for this company for a number of years, and my responsibilities include development 
of these types of projects from start to finish, design, engineering, construction. 
 
Richard Stevens: And were you involved in the development of the construction draw-
ings? 
 
Dan Schweigard: Yes.  
 
Richard Stevens: And can you describe how you were involved? 
 
Dan Schweigard: Basically, my engineer designs and creates the site plans per my 
specification, which is derived from the requirements of my client, in this case it's T-
Mobile, a wireless service provider. 
 
Richard Stevens: And do the construction drawings show the height of the antenna? 



 
Dan Schweigard: Yes. The height of the antenna from the ground level is described as 
seventy-six feet RAD as a radiation center, which means that the center line of the an-
tenna. On C-10 of the construction drawings, it describes the antenna as a six-foot tall 
antenna, fifty-nine inches to be exact, and the radio frequency report was generated 
based on emissions of the signal from the six-foot antenna at a seventy-six foot center 
line. That ensures that as the antenna is mounted on the eighty-foot tower, that no por-
tion of the antenna will extend above the eighty-foot level. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. 
 
Richard Stevens: That's all I have for Mr. Schweigard. He is available to answer ques-
tions the Hearing Examiner may have about any of our [??]. And with that, I have no 
other witnesses other than Robert Ward, who is the geotech, the engineer who submit-
ted his report, two different reports, dealing with steep slopes, because that was a ques-
tion that had arisen, and the original grade. And he did two different reports that are in 
the record, and he is available here to answer questions. And with that, we have no 
other evidence to submit.  
 
Ted Hunter: Well, thank you for your presentation, Mr. Stevens, as attorney of the appli-
cant. And we will turn now to any citizen testimony. There's a number of people that 
signed in this evening, but I note that this signing-in in the City of Medina is just for the 
purpose of becoming a party of record, and you indicated whether you wanted to re-
ceive a copy of the decision. Suprising to me, some people don't want to receive my de-
cision. I don't know. But as a party of record, you have a right to receive the decision, 
and you are involved as a party of record, which means that also gives you rights to an 
appeal, or reconsideration motions. So with this number of people signing in, I don't 
think I want to read through them all, but Mr. Morrison, are you here as attorney for 
some of the neighbors? Maybe you can come forward and help bring a sense of order 
to how we might present citizen testimony.  
 
Ian Morrison: Thank you, Mr. Examiner. For the record, Ian Morrison for McCullough-
Hill-Leary, 701 5th Avenue, Suite 6600, Seattle, Washington 98104. 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Morrison, just so we can be clear on this, I referenced earlier that we 
had a meeting, and that's because you are attorney for another client at another city 
earlier this morning. 
 
Ian Morrison: In another jurisdiction. Yes, sir. 
 
Ted Hunter: And because you were there and the town attorney was also there, we just 
discussed wholly procedural issues for this evening's hearing. 
 
Ian Morrison: That is correct. 
 



Ted Hunter: And including how testimony might be presented, so I thank you for giving 
some thought to that, and am eager to hear your proposal of how that might occur. 
 
Ian Morrison: Thank you, and again, for the record, Ian Morrison for McCullough-Hill-
Leary. I'm here tonight on behalf of a group of Medina residents, including Miss Atkins 
and Mr. Harris, who you will hear from briefly, and our recommendation and our pro-
posal for the Hearing Examiner's consideration in light of the voluminous record that is 
before the City, and also the number of citizens that are interested in this application. 
My request would be to enter in a what we will title a brief that is reciting our legal argu-
ments and conclusions, and then you will hear briefly from citizens that have had the 
chance in the few days that this record has been available to view, speak to evidence, 
comments, specificity to the special use permit, and the the variance applications. So if I 
may, I would like to enter this as exhibit I believe would be fifty-three. 
 
Ted Hunter: Sixty. We have had through fifty-nine presented earlier.  
 
Ian Morrison: So, it's sixty. 
 
Ted Hunter: Bring that forward to Mr. Grumbach there, and we will mark that as exhibit 
sixty. A brief prepared by Mr. Morrison. Thank you for bringing copies from McCullough-
Hill, labeled "Medina Residents Hearing Brief". 
 
Ian Morrison: Mm-hmm. And in light of the Hearing Examiner's time, and also the note 
there, we do, I do want to announce that we have on behalf of the Medina residents, 
approximately eight potentially to ten commenters who are going to give brief testimony 
on various specific aspects. We do have some expert testimony in relation to frequency. 
I will ask that applicant to speak to their background, and we would ask that that testi-
mony be considered expert testimony for purposes of comments.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. 
 
Ian Morrison: OK. So again in the sake of or for the purpose of expediency, I will not 
speak to the legal arguments, I will let the town, the City, and the applicant take a look 
at those after they've read the testimony. I do want to make a couple of brief comments 
as to the legal conclusions, and also some of the statements made by Mr. Stevens on 
behalf of the applicant. And as the Hearing Examiner alluded at the beginning of this 
hearing, the charge today is to ensure that the applicant carried their burden of proof on 
all the applicable laws and regulations for the special use permit and for the variances 
at issue, and I will take first, like the applicant did, the variances. And we draw a differ-
ent conclusion as to some of the application of the variance criteria for this particular 
site. And first, speaking to the site, or the request for a setback, and what I believe Mr. 
Stevens referred to as a "very small reduction" in the residential setback, I would argue 
and posit for the record that the reduction from five hundred feet to approximately a 
hundred and seventy feet, or a sixty-six percent reduction in the side-yard setback fails 
on its face to be a "very small reduction" there. And again, as you look at exhibit thirty-
one, which is really the primary exhibit that the applicant relies on for their satisfaction of 



the variance criteria, you will see that they rely heavily on the "City of Medina versus T-
Mobile", a case decided by a Washington court at 1923 {??] in 2004. Essentially they 
are piggy-backing on this decision to show satisfaction of the majority of the variance 
criteria for both the residential setback, and also the undergrounding. I would encourage 
the Hearing Examiner to take judicial notice of that decision which was issued in 2004, 
and as you will note on the criteria of the variance before the court at that time, the City 
has changed significantly the variance criteria for wireless service approvals, such that 
we find that that has no precedential value to the application before us, and therefore, 
as the applicant relied so heavily and singularly on those for the satisfaction of those 
criteria, we believe that the record does not contain substantial evidence showing that 
they have satisfied the criteria for the variances.  
Again, there are additional arguments that are contained within our brief, and we will 
encourage the Hearing Examiner to give those full consideration.  
 
Turning briefly to the special use permit, again we take some disagreement. We agree 
with the code provision that are applicable and are before the Hearing Examiner, but we 
believe that again the record is bereft of evidence on behalf of the applicant showing 
that these criteria have been met. And particularly, I would encourage the applicant to 
take a look, or, the Hearing Examiner to take a look at first principles. Mr. Stevens re-
ferred to in the committee [??] which is at 20.37.060, that these type of facilities are 
permitted in Fairweather Park in non-forested areas, and as he alluded to, what he said, 
"next to state right-of-ways", the code calls for, clearly, adjacent to state right-of-ways, 
and here as a base matter, we would encourage the Hearing Examiner look to "City of 
Arlington versus the Central Puget Sound Growth Port", which was a case decided at 
164 [??] 768, which provided that as the Hearing Examiner knows, you need to give full 
effect to every word and phrase in an ordinance. Here, the phrase for permitted uses is 
"sites are allowed adjacent to the state right-of-way", and the staff report in Exhibit thir-
ty-one is clear that they say it is approximately twenty-eight feet away, but City of Arling-
ton stands for the proposition that the court has determined, for the purposes of land 
use, adjacent means "abutting to that property", and clearly here we have a situation 
where the proposed location is not adjacent to the state right-of-way, and therefore is 
not a permitted use at the location that is proposed by the applicant.  
 
Ted Hunter: How do you account for required setbacks? If adjacent means abutting, 
and you have the setback requirement of five hundred feet, can it ever be "adjacent to"? 
 
Ian Morrison: And I am speaking only on my personal perspective there, but it seems to 
me the intent of these provisions, as the adjacency would bring it as far towards the 
state intersection as possible. The intent of that adjacency language is to do exactly 
that, to guarantee that the town code or the city code is drawing it away from the resi-
dential as far as possible, and here, moving it in approximately twenty-eight feet is in-
consistent with the plain language of the code.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. So your position on behalf of your clients is that it does not meet that 
one criteria, and therefore should be denied on that basis. 
 



Ian Morrison: I think that that is a first principle there, as we show in our brief, and I can 
speak briefly to. We believe the record does not support, as a first principle it does not 
support at 060a, but following from that, there are as you know, additional criteria that 
are required to achieve the additional height above the base level thirty-five feet permit-
ted, and again we believe that the record and analysis, and you will hear testimony from 
citizens that have this particular expertise, and also have done a significant amount of 
independent analysis that shows that these fail to comply with numerous criteria that are 
called for in the code, including the visual, ensuring that they are not visually inconspic-
uous, which is at subsection one hundred, and that there is no demonstrated need or 
showing in the record that they have chosen or shown of less intrusive manners, and 
that's at subsection one-forty. So for those reasons, and I'll defer for a second here in 
just a second to allow the citizens to talk directly, we believe that not only is this not a 
permitted use, but then following and digging deeper into the criteria, we are showing 
that it's clear in the record that these are not consistent with the compliances required to 
achieve that additional height. And also  that in the record the applicant has failed to 
demonstrate that the proposal is necessary to avoid a significant gap in the coverage, 
and we believe as the evidence will show in just a moment, that that is derived directly 
from T-Mobile's own comments, where they are trying to make a market decision, and 
on behalf of the applicant a speculative decision as a prospective broad drawing in addi-
tional potential tenants for the tower, but there is no evidence in the record that shows 
that there is a significant gap. There is a market position that may be necessary in the 
view of the applicant, but again, giving full effect to the language, we believe "signifi-
cant" means something, and that language has not been, that evidence has not been 
provided in the record. So with that I will turn it over to Ms. Adkins, and and reserve any 
additional time.  
 
Ted Hunter: Well, thank you, Mr. Morrison, and you noted you may have 8 or ten wit-
nesses and an expert witness. And as, are you calling them forward, then? 
 
Ian Morrison: Well, what would be your preference, Mr. Examiner? [??] 
 
Ted Hunter: I think it would be helpful, as you can identify them, which of your clients 
would be providing testimony, and help keep it on track as well. So if you are willing to 
play that role, I think it would help everyone in the hearing room to make sure that we 
move through the hearing in the most efficient manner possible, without restricting the 
opportunity to present relevant comment.  
 
Ian Morrison: Certainly. And I just, I want to say that we have their, just for clarification, 
we have a couple of applicants that would like to speak, eight to ten, but our intent is not 
to preclude any other applicant not part or represented by McCullough-Hill-Leary from 
testifying. 
 
Ted Hunter: Right. And that is helpful, and at the conclusion of your presentation on be-
half of citizens, I will ask if there are others here that would like to provide independent 
testimony who you do not represent. And so we will see at that time if there are any 
others.  



 
Ian Morrison: Certainly. Thank you, Mr. Examiner. So I would like to call Cindy Adkins. 
 
Ted Hunter: Do you want to take a chair up front, or what would be comfortable?  
 
Ian Morrison: I could pull up one right there. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. That would be helpful. I always appreciate you, too, Mr. Stevens, when 
there are attorneys present that can make certain that we follow proper procedures, and 
I look to both Mr. Stevens and Mr. Morrison to make certain that we do comply with pro-
cedural due process. And if either of you attorneys see any deviance from that, or have 
any concerns about compliance with all of those elements and aspects of procedure 
due process, I ask that you bring it to my attention, and not keep that to yourself, so that 
we can correct any deficiencies in this hearing room tonight. [Pause] Good evening to 
you. 
 
Cindy Adkins: Good evening, Mr. Hearing Examiner. 
 
Ted Hunter: Raise your right hand, and do you swear to tell the truth in testimony that 
you present this evening? 
 
Cindy Adkins: I do. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you.  
 
Cindy Adkins: My name ... 
 
Ted Hunter: And we will begin by you stating your name for the record, yes. 
 
Cindy Adkins: My name is Cindy Adkins. I am a resident of Medina, a steward of our 
parks, and a big fan of wireless. I have, my husband and I have submitted many letters 
for the record, so this is to supplement our earlier comments. I'm not a wireless attor-
ney, I'm a biotech attorney, but in the last couple of months I have immersed myself in 
the wireless code, and last night I thought back to the last time that I had to stand here 
was in trial advocacy, over twenty years ago. But I remembered to ask myself, "What's 
this case about?" And to me, this case is about second chances. There's a second 
chance for our park, for the residents of Medina, for the City, and even for T-Mobile. But 
not, hopefully not, for Independent Towers. Because the question tonight is not, "Should 
we replace the ugly temporary pole that's on the park with an eighty-foot pole and an 
industrial-size facility?", but "Should we have any wireless facilities on the park?" The 
answer is "No." And the record supports my request that this project be denied. Togeth-
er with other residents of Medina, who ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Stop there for a minute, because that's a question I had, and I want to turn 
to the City, or maybe you know the answer to this. So there is this existing pole now ... 
 



Cindy Adkins: Yes. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... and I don't know, is that a permit? Is that one that the City ...  
 
Cindy Adkins: The permit has expired.  
 
Ted Hunter: The permit is expired. Which is what I think we have already in the records, 
so my question to the City was, "What is the City's intent if there is a use that is no 
longer permitted"?   OK. Can you adjust this, please? I'm as close as I want to be to this 
microphone. Could you turn it up, please? I'm asking a question of the City, that there is 
a pole that exists on this site now, and I understand the permit has expired, what the 
intent of the City would be to remove or terminate that existing use. 
 
Robert Rumbach: I don't think I've been sworn in yet. 
 
Ted Hunter: Do you swear to tell the truth in the testimony that you give this evening? 
 
Robert Rumbach: I do. And just for the record, Robert Rumbach, Director of Develop-
ment Services. So currently the statement is correct, the temporary use permit for the 
facility that are in the park has expired, so they are currently in violation of the City's 
municipal code, because they don't have a current temporary use permit for the facility. 
This is basically part of what it would take to resolve that if it was to be approved. If this 
is not approved, the City would have to go forward with its enforcement action, which 
could potentially result in the facility being removed.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. And is that, Ms. Adkins, is that what you would like to see hap-
pen ... 
 
Cindy Adkins: Yes, I would like to see ... 
 
Ted Hunter: ... the denial of this proposal and the removal of the existing. 
 
Cindy Adkins: Yes, Mr. Hearing Examiner. That's what I would like. There are other fa-
cilities that are less intrusive. This particular T-Mobile antenna has moved back and 
forth the highway right-of-way, it's been hung on a utility pole since, I believe, 2005, I 
didn't have access to the records, but the least intrusive test requires that they use the 
least intrusive means possible. They have one carrier, that carrier has for years been on 
utility poles in the highway right-of-way. To me, that answers the question of what is the 
least intrusive available.  
 
Ted Hunter: Your point being, why not on the utility pole within the right-of-way of 520. 
 
Cindy Adkins: Right. Mr. Hearing Examiner, we arranged for the WSDOT to meet with 
Independent Towers, and we brought along our own wireless expert, so that they could 
have a meaningful conversation about other places in the WSDOT right-of-way for siting 
this antenna, and the WSDOT engineers were very helpful and thoughtful, and they re-



ally helped us find some solutions. There are a number of places where they identified 
that could be made available to T-Mobile if it wanted to hang its antenna on a utility pole 
in the WSDOT right-of-way. So as the record reflects, about a week ago, we also re-
ceived this notebook, and together with other residents of Medina, I undertook a de-
tailed review of the information submitted by independent Towers and T-Mobile. And my 
conclusion is that their work product is sloppy at best. In our review, and in consultation 
with experts, a lot of the information that they provided about these critical issues is in-
accurate, irrelevant, or incomplete. The information that they did not provide, and the 
things that they failed to do, including their failure to explore less intrusive locations and 
less intrusive designs highlights, for us the danger in a city contracting with a tower 
company instead of contracting directly with a carrier. Independent Tower Company 
wants to build the biggest facility possible so that it can lease up for these ghost ten-
ants. AT&T has an antenna at Three Trees School. Verizon and T-Mobile just built a 
brand new antenna, a brand new pole, and have antennas hung at Hunt's Point. Veri-
zon, in fact, in their letter there, said that they would have all of the capacity that they 
needed, because they were getting kicked off of the WSDOT Fairweather site. So I think 
that they have failed in proving that they need a new site here.  
 
To go back, the motivation here is something that we should pay attention to. For the 
tower company, the motivation is only financial, and if instead we were contracting with 
T-Mobile, their motivation would be to provide high quality services to our customers, 
and that's why we get a different result when we are with T-Mobile. Even if Independent 
Towers and T-Mobile had provided complete and accurate information, the project 
should still be denied at law, because it violates not just our comprehensive plan, but 
almost every substantive provision in our wireless code. It violates almost every aes-
thetic requirement, including that the facility be visually inconspicuous. It also is outside 
of the area that is zoned for wireless facilities. There's three criteria that must be met. It 
must be in the unforested area, which they meet. It must be in the nature preserve. This 
is the park. The City has testified that this is known as Fairweather Nature Preserve and 
Park. They fail with respect to the second criteria. The third criteria requires that it be 
adjacent to the state highway right-of-way. Adjacent means "abutting", and there is 
nothing about this project that is abutting the highway right-of-way.  
 
I would also have a request of the Hearing Examiner. I request that the City's recom-
mendation that this project be approved be disregarded. The City, as landlord, has an 
inherent financial conflict of interest, and the City was forced to rely on the incomplete 
and inaccurate information supplied by Independent Towers and T-Mobile.  That fact 
made for bad decisions. Finally, I think it's important to note that because of the super 
protections that are afforded to wireless carriers according to federal law, if this project 
is built, and we sever the aesthetics at our park to such a degree, we have effectively 
waived our right to say no to future facilities. Therefore, this is a legacy issue, and it's 
importance to our community cannot be overstated. For the reasons I've stated tonight, 
and the reasons stated in the additional comments I will hand to you now, I respectfully 
request that the application be denied. Thank you.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you for your testimony. Do you have a copy of it to present?  



 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: Well, you didn't speak this long. This is a lot more pages than what you 
said. So is this supporting documentation, is that what you're providing?  
 
[inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. This packet of information will get copies of it for the record of infor-
mation and for the City file. We will label this as exhibit sixty-one.  
 
[Pause. Background noise.] 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Morrison? 
 
Ian Morrison: Yes, Mr. Examiner, I would like to call Mr. Defale. 
 
[Pause. Background noise.] 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Stevens. 
 
Richard Stevens: I'm wondering if it's just the people who you are calling, or it's some 
other group of people, or it's, I don't know who Medina Residents is, and if it's an asso-
ciation, or if it's not yet ... 
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Richard Stevens: The rest of the group who will testify. 
 
[Inaudible]  
 
Richard Stevens: OK. Thank you.  
 
Ted Hunter: All right. That's a helpful clarification for purposes of identification. The brief 
that could be implied would represent anyone that resides in Medina, but that's going a 
little too far. So think we've clarified that the witnesses you call tonight are the Associa-
tion that you represent.  
 
Ian Morrison: So for purposes of open record testimony, this would be the Medina resi-
dents with the applicants that we will call forward. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. And we now have the next witness. Please raise your right 
hand. Do swear to tell the truth in testimony that you give this evening? 
 
John I do. 
 



Ted Hunter: Thank you.  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Male Voice: Is this one live? Yes, it's live. 
 
John Defeo: My name is John Defeo.   
 
Ted Hunter: I'm sorry John, I didn't get the last name. 
 
John Defeo: Defeo. D-E-F (as in Frank) -E-O.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. 
 
John Defeo: And I'm an electrical engineer. I was trained in radio by the United States 
Army, and more relevant was I was a resident of Medina between 1984 and 1995, and 
during that period, I was the, I had different roles, but I was Vice President of Marketing, 
then President, CEO, and Chairman of US West Cellular. 
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Examiner? I apologize? Was the testifying witness sworn? I may have 
missed that. I apologize. 
 
Ted Hunter: Yes. We're good. Please continue. You were telling us about your history, 
your service ... 
 
John Defeo: Yeah. So I was the executive that oversaw the construction of the network 
that resides in Medina today. As a matter of fact, since I was both a marketing executive 
and a senior executive, that many of my customers were in this community, and I lived 
in this community in three different homes. I had two houses in Medina, and one house 
in Hunt's Point. As a result, I had a lot of feedback from my customers about how the 
system worked, and what this [??] system starting in 1984, how well that system per-
formed. And there were a number of deficiencies in that early design, and it was ... 
There are three reasons to build cell sites. Basically, one is for coverage, one is for ca-
pacity, and the third is for interference management. And because of a site at Clyde Hill, 
there was a great deal of interference in the Medina area. And there was, the coverage 
and the problem of dropped calls was frequent in the Medina area. So I, because of my 
customers, I took it upon myself to supervise that we put new sites in the town. So the 
site that is on 520 that has been now deactivated, I was responsible for that one being 
built, I was responsible for the one that was built on 84th, and for the one that was built 
at St. Thomas School. And that's, those three sites, really are why Medina has good cel-
lular coverage. So I have some experience with how the network in this community 
works, and how it might work in the future. Back in 2011, a new site was adjudicated at 
Hunt's Point, and there is a new tower which has both T-Mobile resident on it, and Veri-
zon. The system I built with US West Cellular is now the Verizon system. It was rolled 
up and acquired eventually by Verizon. So I have a lot of familiarity with the specifics of 
this community. Now specifically, when I and Mr. Adams presented his RF coverage 



analysis, and I don't fault any of his modeling and how he did a single site, but I don't 
feel that that site was adequately considered relative to what happens when you con-
sider the coverage that is generated by the site which has been operating since 2011 at 
Hunt's Point. the Hunt's Point site was very carefully adjudicated. I thought, and I read 
the record on how the 2011 site was argued, it was very thoughtfully done, and I think 
that the whole team came together to build that site. Without understanding the effect of 
the Hunt's Point site for T-Mobile, and the effect of the proposed new site, without doing 
analysis of the coverage of the two sites together, and understanding specifically the 
effect of the Clyde HIll site, and on the diagram ... 
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: Let's, this is Exhibit sixty-two? 
 
John Defeo: This exhibit was part of the package that was put together to justify the 
Hunt's Point site. It came from that adjudication. And on that site, you can see the Ever-
green Point location, you can see the Hunt's Point location, and you can see the Clyde 
Hill antenna site, which was the problem that I experienced in the years that I was re-
sponsible for cellular coverage in this area. And without understanding how those three 
sites work together, I don't think you can justify the need for another site on the park.  
 
Ted Hunter: The three are the AT&T tower at Hunt's Point, the Clyde HIll tower... 
 
John Defeo: The Clyde HIll tower, and the Evergreen ... It's the Hunt's Point site that 
has the Verizon and T-Mobile. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. 
 
John Defeo: And the site that was on Clyde Hill was dominantly driven by AT&T, and 
then the new proposed site in the park, and there's a temporary site for T-Mobile on the 
park today. And without doing analysis of how the three sites work together, because 
[??] is a function of sharing frequencies across multiple sites. And managing interfer-
ence between those sites. And without having an analysis that considers all three, you 
cannot justify building a new site in the park.  
 
Ted Hunter: Are you also implying that there might be over-coverage when you talk 
about interference with coverage, that there can be, what, radio frequency induction be-
cause of the... 
 
John Defeo: It has, yes, it has to do with how the sites talk to each other, and co-
interfere with each other. Because they are sharing the same radio spectrum. And there 
are so many radio channels that are available by the FCC, and those channels can be 
reused. And the challenge is if the two same channels are within line of sight of each 
other, they will interfere with each other. And you'll hear co-channel interference. In oth-
er words, you'll hear two conversations, and customers will talk about that, as they've 
heard someone else's conversation, and that's caused by two radio channels being too 



close together or within sight of each other. So my testimony is really to the basic need, 
does T-Mobile, and I don't think they have proven they need another site. Just because 
there is a temporary site there does not demonstrate, and the data that was presented 
does not demonstrate that coverage is required to get a signal across the bridge and 
cover Hunt's Point, Evergreen Point, and Medina specifically. So that there is an inade-
quate analysis that has been done, and based on the facts that have been presented, I 
argue that there is no need for this site. And if there is a need, and I would give T-
Mobile a second chance to submit a more thoughtful analysis, and if the was a need for 
a site, I would recommend that the site be on the Park-and-Ride, which is part of the 
Washington State jurisdiction. And I met with the engineers and the site manager for 
wireless sites for the Department of Washington State Transportation, and they recom-
mended and were willing to consider putting an antenna on that site. The advantage of 
the Park-and-Ride site is that you could have remote antennas that would cover the lid. 
None of the designs that we just looked at consider the effect of the two lids. If you have 
a lid in Medina and a lid at the Park-and-Ride, those lids block the radio signals that   
go on the right-of-way on 520. And a more thoughtful analysis needs to be done to have 
radio frequencies penetrate under the lid, so that you have customers who will drive 
through there, and will not have dropped calls. So there is an analysis that needs to be 
done that hasn't been done by T-Mobile if they are going to justify that site. So my rec-
ommendation is that T-Mobile be engaged to justify a site on the lid, the Park-and-Ride 
lid, and to do that including coverage under the two concrete lids between Hunt's Point 
and Park-and-Ride.  
 
Ted Hunter: I assume that the Park-and-Ride would qualify as adjacent to it. 
 
John Defeo: It is operated and owned by the State of Washington.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you for your testimony. Stay there for a moment, because I want to 
ask Mr. Adams, who testified earlier about what you stated was the failure to analyze 
the radio frequency interference that may occur with the three towers. And my simple 
question, I don't want a long answer, except to ask was that included in your analysis? 
 
Jeff Adams: No. It was not.  
 
Ted Hunter: All right. Thank you.  
 
John Defeo: Thank you. 
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Examiner, I will next call Mr. Harris.  
 
Ted Hunter: Please raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell the truth in testimony you 
give this evening? 
 
John Harris: I do. Good evening. My name is John Harris, and I am a resident of Medi-
na, and I am strongly supportive  [Background Noise], I am strongly supportive of hav-
ing excellent wireless services available for our community. But this isn't about improv-



ing services. This is about a profit-motivated overreach on the part of Independent Tow-
ers at the expense of our community. The proposed facility is a speculative venture, de-
signed with significant excess capacity. This type of speculative project is simply incom-
patible with the least intrusive means mandate. Under least intrusive means, the wire-
less carrier has the burden of showing that the proposed facility is designed to be the 
least intrusive as practical for adequate delivery of wireless services. The only facilities 
that should be considered in this application are the minimum necessary for the appli-
cant carrier to deliver its wire less services. With the recent withdrawal by Verizon Wire-
less, the only wireless carrier remaining in this application is T-Mobile. Exhibit 1, which 
is before you, is the application for the Hunt's Point tower in 2010. When pressed by the 
Hearing Examiner, T-Mobile ultimately conceded that they required just a hundred and 
sixty-five square feet for their equipment shelter. The application before you is for a 
concrete shelter in excess of fifteen hundred square feet. More than nine times the 
space required by the applicant carrier with no detailed equipment list, no analysis that 
provides justification. As with Hunt's Point, this project should be limited to the minimum 
footprint required by the applicant carrier. If a future tenant is identified, additional space 
can be added that is tailored to the new tenant in an expansion, just as what was decid-
ed for Hunt's Point.  
 
Exhibit 2, with respect to the size of the tower, when pressed by the Hearing Examiner 
in the Hunt's Point application, the three carrier applicants, T-Mobile, Verizon, and Clear 
Wire, conceded that they only needed a thirty-two inch fall. The application that is be-
fore you is for a thirty-six inch fall for a single carrier. Again, the size should be limited to 
the minimum diameter necessary. Further, this application lacks any meaningful analy-
sis of the minimum height requirement for the applicant carrier, T-Mobile. For years, as 
you have heard, T-Mobile has resided in the vicinity on a utility pole of just thirty-five 
feet. There is no data presented in the application that demonstrates that this resulted in 
significant gaps in coverage.  
 
Finally, as previously noted, the proposed installation calls for a lighting fixture. Lighting 
of any kind is simply inconsistent with least intrusive to the local residences at night. 
And finally, under the least intrusive main standard, the applicant bears the burden of 
showing that the particular site is at the least intrusive location. The applicant before you 
lacks any meaningful analysis of alternative locations as required by law. There is no 
analysis of options to co-locate their antenna on other carrier facilities in the immediate 
area, there is no analysis of the various options that exist for locating T-Mobile's anten-
na on existing utility poles, and there is no analysis for sites for a new antenna in a loca-
tion that would reduce the impact on our residential community, such as in the DOT 
right-of-way. Contrast this complete absence of analysis with one done for the City of 
Anacortes where T-Mobile produced analyses of eighteen different locations. With the 
absence of any alternate site and facility analysis, the application before you fails as 
even a good faith effort in applying the least intrusive means criteria required by law. 
This application should be denied.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, Mr. Harris.  
 



Ian Morrison: Mr. Examiner, I would like to call Mr. Hanson. 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Harris, did you sign in on the sheet? Do you recall?  Could you find 
your name on here?  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: ... not plugging it in. [??] Thank you.  [Pause, background noise] Please 
raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell the truth in testimony you give this evening? 
 
Timmy Hanson: I do. By introduction, my name is Timmy Hanson, I've been a resident 
of Medina since 2001. i've got four children that I've raised in the community, and down 
at Fairweather Park I have personally coached both football and soccer at the park at 
various times, so I value the park, as I do all of the parks in the City of Medina, and that 
park in particular, be it lacrosse, soccer, football, whatever, is used quite often by our 
kids. I can also say I am also a wireless fan as well. [??] One of the things I'm talking, or 
what I'm talking about is the Medina Municipal Code specific to the tower height limit. 
And that's the Code 20:37.070e2. It provides the maximum height of wireless communi-
cations facility, including the height of the antenna shall not exceed thirty-five feet above 
original or finished grade, whichever is lower. There are two ways under the Medina 
Code for an applicant to legally build a higher tower facility. The first way is to request a 
height variance. In our case, the applicant has not requested a height variance, and 
therefore, the option does not apply. The second way to legally build a tower facility 
higher than thirty-five feet is to demonstrate through substantial evidence that the re-
quested increase in height is the minimum necessary to avoid a significant gap in ser-
vice coverage on the 520 bridge. If that proof is made, then the increase in height to the 
minimum height necessary may be approved without a variance. So Exhibit 1, which I 
handed out and I've got below here, shows that T-Mobile presently has their antenna on 
a forty-five foot temporary tower on Fairweather Park that we talked about earlier, and 
reports excellent coverage through Medina on their consumer website. So if you go to 
T-Mobile's site, you will find that there when you plug that in.  
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Hanson, just for clarity in the record, when you reference Exhibit 1, is 
this Exhibit 1 in the town's record, ... 
 
Timmy Hanson: Oh, no. 
 
Ian Morrison: ... or is this an additional exhibit that you are proposing to offer? 
 
Timmy Hanson: This is the exhibit that I am showing here, I'll give you a copy of on the 
first page. I'm not sure what it might be in there. 
 
Ian Morrison: So Mr. Examiner, I believe that if we offer this exhibit for evidence, it 
would be Exhibit sixty-three.  
 



Ted Hunter: OK. Let me get the exhibits straightened out here. Now this first one has on 
it, "Coverage throughout Medina rated by T-Mobile as excellent". Is that right? 
 
Timmy Hanson: That's a reference to the exhibit. And then another one you can refer to 
... [??] ...  
 
Ted Hunter: ... drive from Hunt's Point to Seattle over 520 rated by T-Mobile as excel-
lent.  
 
Timmy Hanson: That's right. 
 
Ted Hunter: ... [??] ...  And then, a third sheet that looks like this, and T-Mobile's propa-
gation map from the Hunt's Point application, showing signal strength, and then you 
have drawn from the City exhibit, or do you know where you got this one here. 
 
Timmy Hanson: Yeah, it was from a [??] engineer, I think it was information I was able 
to get at the [??] ... 
 
Ted Hunter: ... for the temporary tower. 
 
Timmy Hanson: That's right.  
 
Ted Hunter: All right. So we need to mark these and have them entered into the record, 
and I want to be helpful to you, so we will do that now when you refer to them you will 
have that specific number. I believe that we are at Exhibit sixty-three, is that correct?  
 
[Inaudible speech with background noise] 
 
Ted Hunter: They weren't offered as exhibits, they were referring to the Hunt's Point de-
cision in 2011, and I think were just given on that whiteboard so that I could see that 
they were quoting accurately from a very well-articulated decision.  
 
[Laughter, male voice] 
 
Ted Hunter: So we don't need those as exhibits. OK. So Exhibit sixty-three, a, and sixty-
three, b, and sixty-three, c is the [??]. Do you have copies of these? We need make cer-
tain that ... , are you able to track that, which ones we need copies of? I'm doing that 
too, a little minor chore.  
 
[Pause, background noise and background speech] 
 
Ted Hunter: Yes, Mr. [??] will be, now that we have Mr. Hanson presenting his testimo-
ny. He just referred to Exhibit sixty-three, a, which is coverage by T-Mobile ... [??] ... 
and that's this sheet. Do you have copies of this? 
 
[Inaudible] 



 
Timmy Hanson: Again, this information is off the T-Mobile consumer website. 
 
Ted Hunter: Mm-hmm. OK. And I heard you now in your reference to Exhibit sixty-three, 
a, about coverage. Please continue with this ... 
 
Timmy Hanson: No, Exhibit sixty-three, b, specific to coverage on the 520 bridge when 
using the map-a-route feature on the T-Mobile consumer website. The drive from Hunt's 
Point over the 520 bridge to Seattle is rated by T-Mobile as excellent throughout. In the 
application before you, no data has been provided that supports a significant gap in 
coverage anywhere on the 520 bridge. The next exhibit, sixty-three, c, ... 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Hanson, you show this as being from the website. When did you go to 
that website?  
 
Timmy Hanson: Earlier this week, on Monday. 
 
Ted Hunter: Recently. And you quoted from the website. 
 
Timmy Hanson: Yeah. 
 
Ted Hunter: All right. And now you are showing me your next one, which is item c, ... 
 
Timmy Hanson: Yeah, item c. In fact, in their application for their Hunt's Point tower in 
2011, T-Mobile's own propagation maps show how a strong signal is reaching the water 
when T-Mobile's antenna is residing on just a thirty-five foot pole. So again, that's the 
Hunt's Point tower referenced earlier. As you previously heard, once a signal reaches 
the water, it probably gets exceptionally well. I think we saw that in our example 2, from 
the spectrum.  
 
Ted Hunter: Mm-hmm. It's the one that has the cream color on it. That's right. And it's 
labeled T-Mobile's own propagation map from Hunt's Point application showing strong 
signal reaching the 520 bridge, and Evergreen Point antenna at thirty-five feet. 
 
Timmy Hanson: Now Exhibit sixty-three, d, finally a lease agreement between the City 
of Medina and Independent Towers, with proposed forty-five foot temporary antenna 
placed AT&T at the forty-five foot level, and T-Mobile at the thirty-five foot level, only af-
ter AT&T chose an alternative site did T-Mobile move to an antenna higher than forty-
five feet, on a temporary wood pole. The fact that T-Mobile had originally reserved the 
thirty-five foot slot supports a conclusion that the thirty-five foot slot is acceptable for T-
Mobile to provide adequate wireless service on the 520 bridge. And T-Mobile has pro-
vided no evidence to the contrary. In short, T-Mobile has provided no substantial evi-
dence that there would be any significant gap in service coverage on the SR 520 float-
ing bridge at thirty-five feet, and it has not requested a height variance. Therefore, the 
application for the eighty-foot antenna should be denied. Thanks. 
 



Ted Hunter: Thank you, Mr. Hanson.  
 
[Pause] 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Morrison? 
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Examiner, I would like to call Mr. Langworthy. 
 
[Background noise] 
 
Ted Hunter: Good evening. Please raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell truth in 
the testimony you give this evening? 
 
David Langworthy: I do. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. And your name, again for the record? 
 
David Langworthy: My name is David Langworthy. I'm about number forty on your 
sheet.  
 
Ted Hunter: L-A-N-G-E-N ? 
 
David Langworthy: L-A-N-G-W-O-R-T-H-Y.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you.  
 
David Langworthy: I would like to submit an exhibit.  
 
Ted Hunter: Do you have just the one copy of it? [Pause] If we have the Rules of Pro-
cedure on the website for the City, just make a note that mentions bringing three [??]. 
[Pause] I am discussing with the Planning Director, and anyone here that might be in-
volved in a hearing in the future, it's really helpful to bring three copies, because the ap-
plicant needs to see a copy, the City needs to have a copy for its file, and I need a work-
ing copy for me to write the decision. So, we can handle that, I think. It puts a little extra 
burden on City staff, but for future reference, it is helpful to bring three copies. So this 
Exhibit sixty-four is what Mr. Langworthy would now like to speak to us. 
 
David Langworthy: And I apologize for just bringing one copy. I have a second copy 
which is quite large. All right. I wanted to speak specifically to the use of the playing 
field, and the use of the park. When I saw the temporary tower go up, the question that 
came to mind wasn't so much "Why is there a cell tower going up?", it was "Why did 
they put the cell tower in the middle of the field?" It could be much better situated off to 
the side, and still allow full use of the field. Consider it, you know, the proposal under 
consideration here is in a different location, but the same principle applies. It is not adja-
cent to the right-of-way, and is considerably out into the useful area of the field. That 
field is used for sports, it's used for sledding, so the incline, the hill, is used as well. The 



proposed facility begins about thirty-six feet out, into the park, and extends a hundred 
feet out into the park, and this is by no reasonable consideration or reasonable defini-
tion adjacent. The Hearing Examiner asked how you could satisfy a five-hundred foot 
setback and adjacency at the same time. The adjacency requirement is specifically to 
the WSDOT right-of-way. So, you can have something right next to that, and five hun-
dred feet away from a residence. So based on that, I would recommend that this be re-
jected, and that another proposal that is adjacent to the right-of-way be considered. 
 
Ted Hunter: And similar to others who have testified, your point is that this proposal is 
not the least intrusive, is that part of your argument? 
 
David Langworthy: Yes. It is not least intrusive, and specifically with reference to code, 
and the definition of where a tower can go, I don't have the exact number on my mind, 
but there is a requirement that be adjacent to, not near or proximate or anything like 
that, adjacent to the WSDOT right-of-way.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. Thank you for your testimony. 
 
David Langworthy: Thank you. 
 
[Pause] 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Morrison, are there other witnesses on behalf of the citizen group?  
 
Ian Morrison: Yes, just a few, Mr. Examiner. I'll next call Mr. Elgin,. 
 
[Pause] 
 
Ted Hunter: Well, no, that's just a note I want to make to the town. It's not at all a criti-
cism of citizen testimony, in fact, you've all brought these large exhibits for everyone to 
see. They are presented here. It's a challenge I think to read them from any distance, 
but you did bring a copy in that sense, so we all know what you are referencing. And 
here we have next, and I'm sorry [??] 
 
Eric Elgin: My name is Eric Elgin. 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Elgin, who has also brought two pieces of paper, and I guess for now it 
is Exhibit sixty-five, sixty five, a, and sixty-five, b. And I'm going to ask you to take the 
oath. Do you swear to tell the truth in testimony this evening? 
 
Eric Elgin: Yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: What is it about these exhibits that you would like to show me?  
 
Eric Elgin: Well, I would like to talk, one of them specifically talks about the five-hundred 
foot setback, and the other talks specifically about alternative locations.  



My name is Eric Elgin, and I live at 7628 Northeast 32nd Street, that is directly across 
from the park, so I'm one of the closest houses to this proposed structure. I want to take 
the opportunity to say I appreciate this process, because the ability to have the citizens 
speak in regards to what is affecting their community is invaluable. Especially in this in-
stance many of the residents in the [??] field had very little input or knowledge of what 
was agreed upon by our own city with this project other than a small postcard which 
was received in the mail. I'm a citizen that is directly affected by this project. I live across 
from the park. I have a wife and three young kids that are 6 years old, 4 years old, and 
one. We use this park very frequently for many activities, frisbee, golf, baseball, soccer. 
I am appalled that we are at the point of discussing taking away portions of one of the 
only public accesses in the Northpoint area of Medina to enjoy for recreation, and hand-
ing that asset over to a for-profit company. The aesthetics of this structure will be a 
permanent blight to everyone that looks at it. The view out the front of my property will 
be an industrial bunker and an eighty-foot pole. Having an industrial building and pole 
this close, I will also be reminded of it every day when I leave for work, or go to try to 
throw a football with my boys in the park that will be diminished significantly in useful 
areas of size. This will also erode property values significantly, of myself and immediate 
neighbors. The mass and scale of an industrial building and monopole of this size is 
completely out of place for a park, or a nature preserve. Let me say that again. This is a 
public park. There should be question about saving our precious open park spaces, not 
converting them to industrial use. Furthermore, my understanding is that Fairweather 
Park, which is next to the preserve, is not zoned for any wireless facilities. I am also 
very concerned as a parent of small children on the safety considerations of such a 
building and a pole. I work in the telecom industry, and I pass in operations, and I know 
what will be housed in these facilities. Potential future generators, and the fumes that 
may come with them, industrial batteries, high voltage circuits, air conditioning noise, 
along with the possibility of potential accidents such as fires are the reason why a city 
like ours has strict codes of placing something like this structure around residential 
homes. This is precisely why there is a five-hundred foot setback from the property lines 
in our code, as shown in this exhibit. 
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Elgin and Mr. Examiner, for clarity, I believe he is referencing what 
was introduced as his Exhibit sixty-five, a. 
 
Eric Elgin: Yes. This exhibit shows more than twenty-three properties within the five-
hundred foot setback. These setbacks are there for a reason. They protect us from this 
exact situation. This alone should be the reason to not have the variance. The applicant 
has also failed to provide evidence to support the conclusion that there are no other lo-
cations available for coverage.  [??] 
 
Ted Hunter: Sixty-five, b, which is an aerial photo that you've depicted a circle on it ... 
 
Eric Elgin: What this is, is a, just by our own research, showing an area that is slightly 
away from the park, that is still in the setback, in a non-forested area that has a five-
hundred foot that has no residential homes in it. This proves that there are other options 
for placement of an antenna along the 520 setback in the non-forested portion of the 



preserve. Thank you for the consideration of the reasoning of a citizen on this most im-
portant issue.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, sir. Thank you for taking time to be here this evening.  
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Examiner, if you're prepared, I would like to call Miss Bailey.  
 
[Pause] 
 
Ted Hunter: Good evening. 
 
Bailey: Good evening. 
 
Ted Hunter: Raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell the truth in the testimony you 
give this evening? 
 
Bailey: Yes. Yes, sir.  
 
Ted Hunter: Your name, please? 
 
Sarah Bailey: My name is Sarah Bailey, "B" as in BOY", A-I-L-E-Y. 
 
Ted Hunter: My name is Sarah Bailey, and I spent living across the street from Fair-
weather Park. During my years living across from Fairweather, I spent many hours 
there, quietly reading. That's where I read "The Great Gatsby" for the first time. The City 
of Medina maintains a comprehensive plan as a guiding vision for the City's develop-
ment as a unique residential community. The main goal of the plan is to maintain Medi-
na's high quality residential setting and character, and, quote, "to preserve our commu-
nity's treasures." The City's plan further states that Fairweather Park and Nature Pre-
serve is one of the defining elements of Medina's community character, provides a na-
ture recreational resource for these residents, should be maintained and enhanced and 
other important environment resources should be preserved." As potential threats to our 
open spaces, the plan specifically recognizes that above-ground utility installations are 
aesthetically problematic. It is the height of irony that our previous City Councils signed 
a lease with the cell tower landlord to generate revenue for the City, and now states in 
its staff report that those funds will be used in part to help protect and maintain our 
City's parks. Protect from what? Industrial encroachment? The size and scale and loca-
tion of this proposed project is completely unjustified. This application is at odds with the 
City's comprehensive plan, until the applicant has fully explored all other options, this 
application should be denied. Thank you.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you for being here this evening.  
 
Ian Morrison: Mr. Examiner, I would like to next call Mrs. Duncan.  
 



Ted Hunter: Good evening. Raise your hand. Do you swear to tell the truth in testimony 
tonight? 
 
Jenny Duncan: I do.  My name is Jenny Duncan, and I submitted my comments on july 
12th, and they are Exhibit fifty-two. I live at 3204 Evergreen Point Road with my hus-
band and two young girls. I first heard of this project in June of 2014, and a [??] that the 
City had essentially sold off a part of our park a long time ago and never told us. I am 
here to strongly request that you deny this project. If it is built, it will impact my family 
and my property very directly and very significantly. My home and yard are less that a 
hundred and seventy feet from the proposed industrial facility. We chose this house be-
cause it was tucked away in a beautiful neighborhood, next door to the park and the na-
ture preserve, and before the temporary tower went in my girls spent a lot of time at the 
park. It was an extension of our back yard. If fact, I could sit in my office, and I could 
watch my kids play, and I did not have to leave the house. The temporary tower, but a 
permanent eight-foot tower complex at Fairweather and a huge building full of equip-
ment running 24/7 is simply unacceptable. The tower and the building would be both a 
visual and an industrial eyesore. If there isn't a tower and running equipment, we can 
continue to keep our windows open in hot weather like this, and not be disrupted by any 
noise. I understand that the City issued a determination of non-significance for this pro-
ject, but I can tell you that there is nothing about this project that is non-significant to my 
family and my home. To the contrary, if this project is built, it will impact my family and 
my property very directly. We can see it from our side yard, from our front yard of our 
playing in the swings, it's right there. I will not feel comfortable letting my children play 
over there, especially seeing how it's going to be built, that it's only about ten inches off 
the ground, and the levels off two feet, they can easily climb up there, fall, and hurt 
themselves. And once again, because I'm only a hundred and seventy feet, they don't 
meet the setback requirement. So, importantly these laws are supposed to protect us, 
our children, and our homes, from exactly this sort of industrial blight, so please deny 
their application.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, Ms. Duncan, for your testimony. 
 
Ian Morrison: I'm getting passed a note here. I believe we have three more, Mr. and 
Mrs. Latesh ... 
 
Bhavinsh Latesh: I believe my wife signed in as [??] Latesh. Don't remember the num-
ber, though. If you want, I can find it out to you.  
 
Ted Hunter: Maybe you can come forward and find that down here. Thank you. Good 
evening. Please raise your right hand. 
 
Bhavinsh Latesh: Good evening. 
 
Ted Hunter: Do you swear truth in the testimony you give this evening?  
 
Bhavinsh Latesh: Yes, I do. 



 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. And your first name is: 
 
Bhavinsh Latesh: My first name is B-H-A-V-I-N-S-H. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK, thank you, Mr. Latesh, and what testimony do you have to offer this 
evening? 
 
Bhavinsh Latesh: So I'm not going to repeat what a lot of other folks said, I just want to 
focus a little bit more on the aesthetics side of it, partly because my, we stay at 7620 
Northeast 32nd Street. Our house is directly opposite the park. We moved in Medina in 
2013. The place where we built our house was an open plot of land. We purchased the 
land specifically because it was opposite the park. We designed the house to take ad-
vantage of all the views the park provided us, and the, and so, the design of our house 
takes into account that there is a park in front of us. In fact, our bedroom faces the park. 
The proposal that is before you today to build a permanent cell tower, our grave con-
cern is that it's going to affect both our views, it's going to affect the noise level in the 
area, in hot days like this we keep our windows and doors open, there is going to be 
noise from that facility. We have an eleven-year-old daughter that goes out to the park, 
we let her out to the park alone at this point because it's right across from our house, 
and it's very safe over there. There's no place to kind of fall over, there's no place to hurt 
themselves. My concern is that if this facility is built, then we will have to take care of 
like when we let her out and supervise her when she is out there. Kids are kids, and 
they will climb over things, and they will fall over things, and they will hurt themselves. 
The park is designed in a certain way to allow kids to roam around freely. We believe 
that this takes away from the purpose for which the park was set aside, to allow kids to 
play over there. The only other thing I'd like to mention, I've been hearing the testimony 
really carefully for the last two hours or so, my concern with what has been said and 
presented so far is that there is a significant loss of the park. Somebody has just given 
the size of the building that is going to be put up there. I don't believe from what I have 
heard so far that the height requirements have been proven. Have not, I don't believe T-
Mobile that it is a hardship. I checked their website right as we were sitting in the testi-
mony, it says that excellent coverage in Medina, so there is really no reason that is be-
ing provided for why this has to happen. We built our house with an intent to enjoy the 
view of the park, and enjoy the facilities in the park. So my concern is without a real 
problem that needs solving, there is really no reason this should be approved. Thank 
you. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, sir, for your testimony. 
 
Ian Morrison: And then finally, if Mrs. Latesh does not want to testify, we will move to ... 
Mrs. Latesh, would you want to testify?  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ian Morrison: Oh, perfect. Oh, thank you. Finally, we will  move to Mr. Frey. 



 
Roger Frey: Hello. 
 
Ted Hunter: Good evening. Do you swear to tell truth in the testimony you give this 
evening? 
 
Roger Frey: I do. My name is Roger Frey, F-R-E-Y. I am signed in on the first sheet 
somewhere. So just to begin, my name is Roger Frey, I am a resident of Medina. Thank 
you very much, Mr. Examiner, for the opportunity to speak on this matter. As you have 
heard from previous testimony, there are numerous and significant defects in the appli-
cation regarding installation of this cell tower facility. The application's defects include 
failing the needs test, failing the adjacency requirement, failing the five-hundred foot 
setback, failing to prove that it needs a tower taller than thirty-five feet, failing the least 
intrusive mass and least intrusive location tests, and lastly, violating Medina's own com-
prehensive plan which ironically is intended to protect Medina's open space from indus-
trial development just like this. Any single one of these defects justifies denial of the ap-
plication. Taken together, this long list of defects provides overwhelming justification for 
denial. Further, these defects represent only the most important ones that we have 
chose to focus on today. There are many other defects that have been entered into the 
record for your reference and further examination. Based upon our own inspection and 
work, and in consultation with experts, it is clear that there is no justification whatsoever 
for the numerous exceptions, waivers, and privileges sought be Independent Towers. 
The application submitted simply represents what is most convenient, expeditious, and 
profitable for them. When this application is reviewed in its entirety, it's nearly impossi-
ble to come up with a worse design, footprint, and location for the facility. It's clear that 
Independent Towers is focused on installing the largest facility and the tallest tower it 
can without any regard for the City of Medina or its residents. Additionally, it's not even 
clear any longer if T-Mobile even wants or needs this tower, given its recent cell phone 
tower installation in Hunt's Point, which as previously demonstrated, provides excellent 
coverage for the area. If the City and Independent Towers had spent the same amount 
of time and effort to ensure that the facility meets the numerous issues in Medina code 
and state law, as we have spent this evening showing you how it doesn't, we wouldn't 
be here in the first place. When this application is thoroughly reviewed, it's amazing to 
see the lack of care and shoddy work demonstrated to that this facility serves the best 
interest of the city, its residents, and even if it's wanted or needed by anyone. It's unfor-
tunate that our previous City Council, previous City Manager, and previous City Attorney 
entered into such a terrible lease agreement with Independent Towers in the first place. 
Fortunately, the City has the right to terminate the lease with Independent Towers with 
one year's notice. Mr. Examiner, based on the issues that you have the authority to rule 
on, we request that you reject this application. If there is anything else that I, or the rest 
of our team can do to assist, please let us know. Thank you. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, sir. 
 
Ian Morrison: And Mr. Examiner, I appreciate the courtesy of allowing us as an attorney 
to facilitate public comments. That concludes the testimony on behalf of the unincorpo-



rated Medina residents' group. So I appreciate that, and I will turn the mike back over to 
staff. Thank you.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, Mr. Morrison. As I indicated earlier, if there are others present 
and not affiliated with this group that would like to present testimony, now would be your 
opportunity to do so. I think I see one individual that would like to present testimony. Are 
there others? Indicate it by a show of hands. We have 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. And let's take you in 
the order that you are seated. We will start here first with a very eager person ready to 
testify. So I appreciate your enthusiasm, keeping us alert here this evening. And then 
we have two gentlemen here who will follow her testimony, and then we had a couple 
back here and a lady here. So it looks like maybe five or six individuals. And then, what 
I intend to do is take a break to allow the applicant and the City to prepare any respond-
ing remarks. Good evening to you. 
 
Shere Wen: Good evening. Thank you very much.  
 
Ted Hunter: Do you swear to tell the truth in the testimony you give tonight? 
 
Shere Wen: Yes, I swear. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. 
 
Shere WenThank you very much, Examiner, give us this opportunity. Thank you so 
much for being here to give us this opportunity. 
 
Ted Hunter: I'm glad to be here, and could you give me your name, please? ] 
 
Shere Wen: Shere Wen. 
 
Ted Hunter: And did you also sign in? 
 
Shere Wen. Yes, I did. W-E-N. Shere Wen.  
 
Ted Hunter: And that's S-H-E-R-E? 
 
Shere Wen: Yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: W-E-N. 
 
Shere Wen: Yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. And what do you have to testify here about this evening? 
 
Shere Wen: I sit through the presentation by the applicant, and I like to offer my humble 
experiences. I want to say a little bit myself. i have Ph.D. in engineering, and the phys-
ics and statistics, and I am the chair of the Institute of Electric/Electronic Engineering in 



this region, in Seattle, and we have thirty-seven different technical societies, all different 
things related to computer, communication, power, and everything. And we make the 
world-wide standard of the communications standards. I think that Mr. Adams is a 
member, too. So I would like to offer my perception in what has been going on in the 
industry. Today I heard the applicant say this site is the only place, and they also pre-
sent the difficult of to have electrical signals be dissipated by trees. So there are poor 
reception in many of the areas intended places. I like to address those two issues. Last 
year, 2013, we had a worldwide conference in telecommunications in Hyatt-Regency at 
Bellevue. And so we have experts from all over, include from Microsoft and all the other 
companies, and then the senior vice president of AT&T research made the keynote 
speech, says what's going on in the industry in terms of the towers. So the senior V.P. 
of AT&T said that big tower is going away, and they are going, what happen is that they 
have small, smaller towers which is so because the reason big towers going away is 
because many city doesn't want to have that ugly structure sitting there, and the cover-
age is poor because of the buildings in the cities, and the trees here, and therefore they 
prefer to have multiple smaller like the one we put on the buildings over in the schools. 
So is less intrusive, and is can be distributed anywhere you wanted to cover it up, and 
it's beautiful, and it does, it's not ugly, and it can be have covered smaller area but with 
dynamic addressing, and much higher coverage, faster, because new technology, those 
can't stop, and it's being placed at the smaller cells, like in schools around all the differ-
ent cities. And actually, we are giving classes in terms of like for the practitioners to dis-
sipate from the towers into small cells. And on the meantimes, it progress very fast into 
microcells that people can put at homes, you know, even in the shopping malls. And to 
address the issues of bandwidth and the issues of communications. So if looking at 
these things, it's already happening most cities, and so I don't see why not being able to 
do it in Medina, because we have so much trees, with higher towers, and the tree will 
block them. We may as well put the smaller one around. And other things which was 
being addressed in the industries is much safer. Before, we have an earthquake, one 
power can pull down all of the communications, but with the smaller cells going around, 
you can just change your cell to communicate, so you will be much easier for disaster. 
For example, also, rain, and so you have smaller some places, has not affected you. So 
for emergency relief, that's a very good trend, too. So I just want to offer this. Why do 
we want to have a big cell tower that residents doesn't feel like to happen today, be-
cause the new technology already pervasive in all the other cities, so I hope the Exam-
iner can think about this, says it's not nec ..., they say is only places can be put, and 
they said it only has to be eighty feet, but it's not true because we have a small cells 
which existing today, you don't need eighty feet, you can put in other building as you 
wish, so that will avoid the tree because in Medina we treasure the trees, we love the 
trees, and have been fighting trying to preserve the trees, but that is inconsistent with 
the cell towers dissipation, so we may as well move toward faster and better coverage.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Knowledge. I understand. Thank you.  
 
Shere Wen: Thank you. 
 



Ted Hunter: Thank you for pointing that out to me as one other aspect to consider with 
this proposal. Yes, sir, if you would like to come forward. Good evening. Raise your right 
hand. Do you swear to tell truth in testimony you give this evening. 
 
David Yee: Yes, I do.  
 
Ted Hunter: And what's your name, please?  
 
David Yee: My name is David Yee. 
 
Ted Hunter: Spelled Y-E-E, the last name? 
 
David Yee: [Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you.  
 
David Yee: And I'm a resident of Medina. Mr. Hunter, I urge you to deny the variance for 
the proposed  tower, because it fails not only to meet the technical requirements of vari-
ance, but also fails to meet the spirit of the law. Other residents have discussed various 
reasons for denying the application, and I won't cover them simply because time is lim-
ited. So let me bring to your attention just one issue, and that is the issue of the cell 
phone building not being underground. One facade of the building shows an exposed 
sixty-one foot building wall, and this handout was at the front door, so you should al-
ready have it, called "Staff Presentation, Independent Towers Holdings Special Use 
Permit and Variance Pre-[??] Hearing". I think it's labeled as Exhibit forty-six, so you al-
ready have it. But as you can see, ... 
 
Ted Hunter: That's Mr. Adams' presentation. 
 
David Yee: You have it down as Exhibit forty-six, so this is nothing different. This is Ex-
hibit forty-six, except it's a little bit larger.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK. 
 
David Yee: But it's from the front door right here, on the table.  
 
Ted Hunter: Can you help us out with this? Because we have it as Exhibit forty-six, the 
presentation. Let me take a moment just to make certain. 
 
Jenny Noe: It is Exhibit forty-six. The copy that you have is color. The copies that were 
available at the entrance were black and white. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. That's why it looks different. But in fact, it is the presentation that you 
had before? 
 
Jenny Noe: Yes.  



 
Ted Hunter: OK. So I'm with you now. 
 
David Yee: But as you can see, this is a sixty-foot wide building, and it's ten feet high. 
 
Ted Hunter: Hold on just a minute. We want to make sure we are all on the same wave-
length here, so to speak. So we'll give Mr. Stevens a chance to review that, too. Yes. 
Exhibit forty-six is something that the City staff prepared a presentation. we did not go 
through it this evening. I was misinformed, thinking it was Mr. Adams' presentation, but 
it's not. OK, I think we're all on the same page, now. And you have the page out of that 
presentation... 
 
David Yee: Yes, that's right. And... 
 
Ted Hunter: the page you wanted to reference. 
 
David Yee: As you can see, the building has 6 widely spaced doors. This is clearly not 
an underground building. It's approximately nine-and-a-half feet over the height limit, 
and then that the side of the building is ten feet above grade, so I don't think any rea-
sonable person could say that this is an underground building. I have personal experi-
ence watching excavation on my own property, which is very close to the park. There is 
no impingable bedrock, it's simply mud, it's not the Rock of Gibraltar. The fact that the 
western part of the wall, the western part of the building is underground, meaning the 
other part of it is underground, is further evidence that digging is possible, And for some 
of the conditions of the variance, let me rephrase that. There is no special topography or 
circumstance that justify not meeting the requirements for an underground building. And 
the second consideration is that it's not a material hardship to dig a little deeper. Some 
have said that this will create an open pit, but such a pit is just a temporary thing during 
construction. So this shouldn't be a consideration. Another aspect of the law is the con-
cept of intrusiveness, or least intrusiveness. If you require your underground building 
then this is consistent with being least intrusive. And so the question is, is the building 
topography the minimum necessary to launch cell phone service, and the answer is 
clearly "no". And the next question is, is the above the ground portion of the building the 
least intrusive compared to an underground structure. The answer is, "no, it's not". And 
there are many ways to have a complete underground structure, and this could include 
having a small access hatch or door, but the purpose of my testimony is not to be a de-
sign consultant for the applicants, but simply to point out that the building should be un-
derground, and also point out for the concept of intrusiveness, or least intrusiveness, 
that the north part of Medina has no public areas, parks, or nature preserves except for 
Fairweather, and the entire City of Medina has no nature preserves at all except for 
Fairweather, so Fairweather is extremely valuable, and is an irreplaceable resource. 
Once gone, or diminished, it can't be replaced. So if one were to claim that the current 
plans are the least intrusive facility, I think that claim that just boggles the mind, it just 
shocks the conscience to make that sort of claim, so for this reason, I urge you to deny 
the variance application. And I also bring this one more final point. The current plans 
have the antenna at roughly seventy-six or eighty feet. The gist of the applicant's testi-



mony is that a lower facility won't work, but let me propose that other cell phone compa-
nies be able to use the tower, except they would be able to use a lower portion of the 
tower. So these two statements are inconsistent. Because either there will be no co-
location as claimed, because the lower part is too short to have any use, or the alterna-
tive explanation is that eighty feet is not needed, so I think this is an unresolved ques-
tion that needs to be considered in your deliberation. And the final point is AT&T already 
has a tower, so they don't need a tower, and Verizon is no longer interested in the pro-
ject, so they don't need the tower. Only T-Mobile needs the tower. There's another 
company called Sprint, there's always been talk about Sprint and T-Mobile merging, so 
if that's the case, there won't be anyone else to co-locate, so I think the concept of co-
location is very theoretical at best, and unlikelyl, and probably unlikely. So I asking .... 
[??[ 
   
Ted Hunter: Thank you for your testimony. I understand your points. Thank you. We 
have, I think a couple more individuals that wanted to testify, here would be good, the 
lady in blue. Anyone to follow her? Is there anyone else, and the gentleman in the back. 
So three additional citizens to testify. [Background noise] I do want to then wrap up the 
citizen testimony, it's been a long time of listening to testimony, we are going to take a 
break following the final four. Good evening to you. Please raise your right hand. Do you 
swear to tell truth in the testimony you give?  
 
Merle Bossert: I do. My name is Merle Bossert.  I live north of this area, and I've been 
there for almost forty-five years. So I think I have maybe quite a different perspective on 
this situation than many people who are a lot younger and haven't been here this long. 
There's two points I just want to make, hopefully briefly, one is the population growth, 
the density increase that we all have seen on our freeways, on our lack open space, the 
empty lot between houses, all these things. The State of Washington has tripled in the 
years that I've lived in Medina. Most of it has been in western Washington, and the pop-
ulation pressure is significant to use land, and we have had this amazing technological 
growth in the last twenty years, I guess, and who would have predicted other than Dick 
Tracy that we could have these cell phones to begin with? What is going to happen in 
the next twenty years? What are we going to need for our future use and that park is 
really tempting. So I'm saying, please don't allow us to set a precedent that the future 
generations will be certain to regret. And it's very obvious that there will be a lot more 
pressure on it. That's all. Set a precedent, and the fact that the population density is not 
going to reverse. Thank you. Good luck in your ... 
 
Ted Hunter: ... there would be increased pressure to use the park ... 
 
Merle Bossert: Pardon? 
 
Ted Hunter: That there would be increased pressure to use the park... 
 
Merle Bossert: Oh, yes! 
 
Ted Hunter: ... for other purposes. 



 
Merle Bossert: We only have this park, and it's such a special little gem, it's so fine to go 
by in the winter, even, and see the kids making snowmen and of course all the teams 
playing in the spring and summer. It's just a gem 
 
Ted Hunter: Others have testified about that, too. The importance of the park space. 
That's what you're speaking to. Could you give me your name again, please? 
 
Merle Bossert: It's Merle Bossert. It's got "B" as in "Boy", O, double "S" as in "Sam",  A-
R-T.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. Thank you for your testimony. Yes, sir. Please come forward.  
 
Dr. Yee: Hi. I'm Dr. Steven Yee. I'm a family doctor, and I'm a resident of Medina.  
 
Ted Hunter: Hold on a minute, and I will put you under oath. Do you swear to tell the 
truth in your testimony tonight? 
 
Dr. Yee: I do.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. 
 
Dr. Yee: I'm here today because I am deeply troubled by the proposed cell phone tower 
at Fairweather Nature Preserve and Park. I am especially concerned abou  permanent 
damage to the park and to the neighborhood that would result from construction of such 
an enormous tower. The proposed cell phone tower violates both the letter of the law 
and also the spirit of the law, in many respects. This city code, as you know, requires a 
setback of at least five hundred feet, yet this tower is only two hundred fifty feet from 
several property lines, and even one property owner noted that it's only a hundred and 
seventy feet. Please note that this tower will be in constant view by many, many homes 
and families, The tower is also, as you know, more than double the height limit of thirty-
five feet, in fact, it will stand eighty feet in height. This is certainly destined to become an 
eyesore in the middle of a nature preserve and a residential neighborhood. Constructing 
such an enormous tower will almost certainly be detrimental to the surrounding area, 
both in terms of property value and aesthetics. It should not be permitted. At present, 
cell phone towers are strictly prohibited in other parks in the City of Medina, and certain-
ly the spirit of the law should be applied here as Fairweather Nature Preserve and Park 
is a park in every sense of the word. And Fairweather is entitled to the same protection 
that the other parks in our fair city enjoy. In addition to being a park, Fairweather is one 
of the last-standing forests in the area, and is home to wild salmon, deer, songbirds, 
and eagles, including possibly bald eagles. The necessity of the proposed tower, and by 
default, the variances sought, is seriously in question, as has been noted, Verizon has 
already withdrawn its participation in the tower, leaving T-Mobile as the sole participant. 
And I accessed T-Mobile's website this morning, and this is different from the other 
presentations, the other exhibits, in that word "excellent" actually appears. I would like 
to present this to you, Mr. Hearing Examiner, as an exhibit ...  



 
Ted Hunter: ... mark this down as an exhibit ... 
 
Dr. Yee: My humble apologies for only providing 1 copy. I wasn't aware that you needed 
3 copies.  
 
Ted Hunter: And what does that exhibit show? 
 
Dr. Yee: It shows the exhibit is from the T-Mobile website, it was accessed this morning, 
and it uses the word in regard to cell phone reception and datatransmission in Medina 
by T-Mobile's terminology as "excellent", not fair, not so-so, not very good, but excellent, 
which is the highest grade I think that can be given. So therefore, please note that the 
excellent reception exists as of today, without the proposed tower, and what you're see-
ing is actually a screen shot from T-Mobile's website, so as you can see, the proposed 
tower is clearly not needed, and should be rejected. So in summary, this proposed 
eighty-foot cell tower is unnecessary, and will be an eyesore, and will be completely in-
compatible with Fairweather Nature Preserve and Park. Mr. Hearing Examiner, we the 
citizens of Medina look to you and trust that you will make the right decision, which is to 
deny the variances that have been applied for and to deny the construction of this 
enormous cell phone tower in the middle of a nature preserve and park. Thank you, sir. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you. I'm going to remind the remaining citizens, you don't need to 
repeat testimony that has already been given. If you have new thoughts or new facts to 
offer, you can bring them forward, but I'm not counting how many have said the same 
thing. I only need to hear that once.  
 
[Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: Exhibit sixty-six, it's duplicative of an earlier exhibit, as a website showing 
excellent coverage. We have several exhibits showing that now. Good evening. 
 
Hyah Nunn: Hi, there. How are you? 
 
Ted Hunter: Please raise your right hand. Do you swear to tell truth in the testimony you 
give? 
 
Hyah Nunn: I do. 
 
Ted Hunter:  And your name, please? 
 
Hyah Nunn: My name is Hyah Nunn. I'm a seventeen-year resident of the City of Medi-
na, and I'm focused mainly on the variance request in this application, and promise only 
to be lightly repetitive. First of all, I would like to say that I am a T-Mobile customer, and 
I'm probably their best customer, most frequent user. I hate dropped calls, and ironical-
ly, standing here on this side of Medina, I have five full bars. Over on the other side, 
where I live, I do not have coverage this strong, and which makes me kind of wonder if 



you guys should be thinking about putting something over my way instead of here. I 
have a few things I would like to state for the record since you said everything needed 
to be put in tonight, and I would like to say that the information was available to the resi-
dents, and not a long time in advance, even though this process has been underway for 
several years, and I think that that is something you should consider as you go through 
the testimony, and in the record. The, also the information and the history of this pro-
cess is not available online right now, and as the City of Medina has withdrawn agenda 
information and agenda packets for 2010, which makes it difficult to research the lead-
up to this project. And I also object to Exhibit forty-five and forty-one, which was the sec-
tion SpectraNet exhibit, and the reason that I think these should not be included is that 
the burden of proof for the need is on the applicant, and these exhibits come in late, and 
one wasn't developed until July 7th, it looks like, and then it was replaced by the one 
that was presented only two days ago, and I don't understand why, or how there can 
possibly be any confusion as to where the site is, and why a second study would have 
to be done. And also I believe that T-Mobile and AT&T should have been required to 
have provided that information themselves. And we also do not have clear data on what 
the current conditions are. We heard SpectraNet's consultant explain that there would 
be improvement of ten percent coverage, and possibly a 1.4 improvement in data down-
load, I think I understood that correctly, and to me that seems nearly insignificant, espe-
cially when we are talking about a significant impact on the a public park. And you've 
got to ask yourself, "Is it worth it?" Probably not, not for those numbers. And in addition, 
I want to make sure that in the record we note that since Verizon has subtracted their 
participation, that all Verizon data and information in this record should be not consid-
ered, and eliminated instead of just pieces. It looks like they've gone through and selec-
tively chose to take out some things that still rely on the Verizon data, or some analysis. 
And in addition, the permit for T-Mobile on the existing facility has been expired or 
abandoned. I didn't know that until we walked in here tonight, and I wonder if this is a 
grant of special privilege to allow that use to continue in our city without some sort of 
more formal extension. T-Mobile was the original lease-holder of that site, a series of 
events allowed ITC to win a competitive effort for a new lease, and I believe documents 
will be included in the record that might show that there is some irregularities in how this 
lease was achieved, and I think that's also important for you to consider. OK. On the 
variance, the five-hundred foot requirement is a specific deterrent, and in T-Mobile's, or 
ITC's own application, on page, oh gosh, I wrote down the page number there, but 
somewhere in their application, I think it's number thirty-seven, they talk about how 
there is an actual site available within the city that meets that five-hundred- foot re-
quirement. However, only a thirty-five foot pole is allowed there, and that is on the 
Woodstock property, where they've done the large train station. I would argue, given the 
testimony given here tonight, that since even seventy-six feet is the maximum optimal, 
like "wow" in height, and maybe at thirty-five feet and five-hundred feet away from resi-
dences, that would be as good an option for T-Mobile and ITC to consider. Woodstock 
and other cities have sites available, and it does seem that the co-location has not been 
fully explored. I would also mention that City Hall has a flag pole site available that was 
recently turned down. Sprint is planning to not pursue a lease there, I think they thought 
it was too expensive. So there is another site within the City available. In addition, we 
have all the other sites that have been mentioned, including the seventy-six station, the 



Hunt's Point, Bellevue Christian, Dath DataNode hub at Medina Park, and as was men-
tioned by Mr. Yee, we have a limited number of large carriers, and it seems like those 
numbers are dwindling with every passing application. OK. So the testimony is also that 
T-Mobile benefits from multiple smaller sites, and so those could be potentially accom-
plished that way. Undergrounding hasn't been mentioned as much here tonight, and so I 
want to focus on that. What they're proposing is essentially a daylight basement. You 
can walk in and out of a daylight basement. Something that is underground requires a 
specific and special access. Let's think about New York City, on the sidewalks, and all 
of the life that is underground that requires a special access, and yet, the use of the 
sidewalk is still available above. And it's vital to protect the impact against the park, and 
it's vital to preserve the park. And if you look at the application, including the exhibit that 
the gentleman before me pulled out, there is actually a fence indicated to the north, to 
the south, and to the east, so this is actually an impediment to the use of the park. This 
is not a big open space, everything's fun and free and easy and just the way it was be-
fore with just a little bit of space underground, this is an actual stopping point, and I 
would say an attractive nuisance and a hazard to the kids and sports teams that use the 
park. Additionally, the square footage of the hubs is huge, and if you look at their appli-
cation, they mention in two places, two different capacities for antenna. In one place, it 
says that the antenna or the pole would have capacity for three users, in another place 
it says that four, and yet we see six structures that could be accessed underground. 
What for? It sounds like we don't even have preliminary leases for more than one carri-
er, so to have space for six seems extraordinarily excessive. In addition, the coverage 
burden, or the coverage gap is to service 520, the burden is for you to prove that 520 
has a service gap, and I point out that according to the testimony is that trees are an 
impediment to coverage, and yet water is pretty good for carrying a cell signal, so I think 
that pole down at City Hall might be interesting, but 520 itself is distinctly un-treed, very 
much a wide-open space, and so I would think that to provide coverage for a gap on 
520 would be lot easier to do at a lower height. WE have an incongruent use, and a fi-
nite resource. It is not, it's just not sensible to use our park to put in such infrastructure 
when it is a finite resource, and it is inconsistent with our comp plan goals to do so. We 
have goals to attain to open space and develop recreational opportunities, preserve 
natural amenities, preserve stability, maintain active public participation, which is what 
we are doing here tonight, in land use proposals, and to protect neighborhood character 
and open space. And we also have a goal to maintain and enhance, but also to expand 
acreage in our parks. Finally, a few questions that you may want to consider as you go 
through this. Where is the proof of need? Why not use other locations, including the 
ones that haven't been discussed thoroughly tonight, which would be the Dath Hubbard 
and Medina park, the City Hall location, and the seventy-six station, as well as Bellevue 
Christian. According to MM 320.37.110(a,b), that is something they are supposed to do. 
I'm hungry, so I'm shaky. Also, we haven't heard about any other preliminary leases ex-
cept for T-Mobile, and so the space doesn't make sense, and we wonder, you know, is 
that for a future use, new technology, something that we don't know about? And I rec-
ommend denial, and the reason I recommend denial is that the variances, I don't think 
the criteria preventing the variances has been met. I think that we should only have, if 
you decide for some reason to approve it, there should be some very steep mitigations, 
and I think approval should be limited to seventy-six foot height. I don't believe they 



should be allowed to install a fence. I think that they should only be allowed to build 
hubs to support the leases that are signed, and to do that as they go along, as per the 
requirements in the lease, and I think elsewhere in the code, that each carrier that joins 
has to meet all of the underlying regulations. I think that in order to mitigate to loss of 
use in the park, they should be required to improve the park to the extent that there is 
no net loss, and so that the usable space of the park is either maintained or increased, 
and I also believe that they should have to limit any future noise generation and force 
sign-off on not having any. Finally, I want to go back into what makes me most uncom-
fortable about this situation. It sounds like I have to say it now. I believe that the lease 
and the origins of the lease were improper. I believe that we have a situation where 
maybe some things that were not exactly as both companies, or all companies, would 
want them to be occurred, and I think that that's worth considering as we go forward. 
And that's it. I should mention the names. ITC, T-Mobile, Tarpon Towers, Pacific Tele-
com, and [??], to get them in the record.  Thank you.  
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, Ms. Nunn, for your testimony. We have one more individual to 
testify. We have the citizen testimony. Right. OK. This is it. Good evening to you. 
 
Patrick Boyd: Good evening. My name is Patrick Boyd. 
 
Ted Hunter: Mr. Boyd, do you swear to tell the truth in testimony you give this evening? 
 
Patrick Boyd: I do. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you.  
 
Patrick Boyd: Patrick Boyd, 2461 78th Avenue, I might have been around page 2 of 
your sign-in sheet. 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. Thank you. 
 
Patrick Boyd: I suspect it's fair to say I'm not going to repeat anything, because I'm here 
to speak in favor of the special use permit and variances. I've lived in Medina for twenty 
years, and for the past two years I've been waiting for this moment, simply because dur-
ing our very public process two years ago, I was one of the citizens saying we have a 
need for cell phone coverage, and the ability to use our phones in many parts of this 
town, and I think the need is absolutely there. I'm excited that we're finally moving for-
ward to deal with that. You know, I think, my opinion is that an eight-foot tower in the 
park, the reason that they City has that exception in their code to allow an eighty-foot 
tower there so that it is least intrusive, so that we can put multiple carriers on one tower, 
and not proliferate that area with multiple towers there, and I appreciate it that is a way 
that becomes the least intrusive there. I'm tickled over the notion that no one thinks our 
coverage is inadequate here. I happen to live very close to where we are right now, and 
I will be possibly affected by the new tower. Two years ago, the City received a bunch 
of, or commissioned a bunch of coverage maps that show where our coverage, which is 
kind of the, I believe, and I'm not at all a technical guy, I believe it's not exactly what we 



saw today, which shows what will be sent from the tower, but we saw clear holes in our 
coverage in this area which will be served by the new tower. Anecdotally, and I under-
stand it's just anecdotally, but I haven't been served by the thirty-five foot temporary 
tower that T-Mobile had on the south side, the forty-five foot T-Mobile tower that they 
have now hasn't improved the coverage. Up to 2006, we had that that fifty-five foot tow-
er that was on the Wassup property, but right up next to the park property line. That 
didn't do it, and from my little view through the knothole, the ninety-seven foot tower at 
Hunt's Point is irrelevant for providing me any additional coverage there. I, you know, 
like I said, I'm just, there are so many people in the town that have waited for so many 
years for better coverage, and given that mandate. I'm very familiar with the T-Mobile 
website, and I just don't think that we need to go to a place that is designed to get me to 
sign up and subscribe to T-Mobile as our technical authority on whether they have ade-
quate coverage or not. So I think from a need standpoint, we definitely need it. On the, 
I'll just speak quickly to both variances. I'm also very pleased with the undergrounding, 
simply because in the City's document it points out that moving it to the side of the hill 
and daylighting it in was a way that took up less of the usable park. Like you mentioned, 
if it's underground, totally underground, you have to get in from the top. There is no way 
to do that without taking out part of the park that is used, and I like that the City moved it 
to the part of the park that is not used. The steep slope there is not ever played on. You 
can't kick a soccer ball up and down that, and you know, my kids and my teens have 
played in that park for the better part of twenty years, and it would be a, it would be 
tough to convince me that that hillside is one that is used. I like the corner that it is stuck 
into, I like the noise wall, though, the wall on the east side. It is visible, it's definitely 
above grade, but it's there to reduce the noise, so anyway, I think that. Lastly, I'll speak 
to the five-hundred foot setback. Who has dialed a cell phone successfully in Medina 
has used equipment that got this same variance from the five-hundred foot setback. 
Every wireless piece of equipment in this town needed that setback, and needed that 
variance from the five-hundred foot setback, and I don't see anything that's unusual or 
different about this. We've all used it, we all use our phones, and every other place has 
had to have that setback in order to have that, have that variance in order to make that 
[??]   Thank you. That's all. 
 
Ted Hunter: Thank you, Mr. Boyd, for your testimony. That completes the citizen testi-
mony this evening. As I indicated earlier, it's appropriate to allow the City and the appli-
cant an opportunity to respond, and I want to turn to Mr. Stevens, Mr. Grumbach, in or-
der to see what your desire would be, whether to take a break this evening and then re-
spond, or to continue continue the hearing, or to respond in writing. I think those are the 
3 options. Do you want to huddle with clients, or do you have a preference? Mr. Ste-
vens? 
 
Richard Stevens: [Inaudible] 
 
Ted Hunter: OK. So we'll do this. We'll take a break. Mr. Grumbach, did you have any-
thing to say before that? 
 
Mr. Grumbach: No, either way you want to do it is fine. 



 
Ted Hunter: OK. Well, what's the official clock? Is it 8:35 on the official school clock? 
 
Mr. Grumbach: According to the clock behind you, yes.  
 
Ted Hunter: OK, we'll go with the official clock, and return and 8:45, and reconvene the 
hearing at that point.  
 
Mr. Grumbach: Ten minutes. 
 
[Background noise. Recording turned off] 
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Examiner: Return to the hearing now. Reconvene the hearing and a number of you 
saw me speaking with the applicant's attorney, with Mr. [SP] [Gromback] and with 
the citizen's attorney to try to come up with the proper procedures for completing 
the hearing that we started this evening. I think I can summarize it that the 
applicant's attorney, Mr. Stevens, has requested an opportunity to respond in 
writing to the citizen testimony presented this evening. 

He indicated there was a sufficient number of issues that he would want to respond 
thoroughly to them, and would do that in writing. Then what would happen is that 
citizens would be allowed to see that written response and then to request that the 
hearing be reconvened or re-opened if there were any new issues introduced, or if 
there are any issues with the written response. 

I spoke with Mr. Morrison, I think with your clients, that scene... You want a 
chance to check with them on that, or..? 

Morrison: Yeah. 

Examiner: Okay. And as he is consulting with his clients, also Mr. Gromback, on 
behalf of the city of Edina, indicated that he had just a couple of things to respond 
to and he would prefer to do that verbally this evening to complete the city's 
participation in the hearing, unless there was a re-opening of the hearing following 
the applicant's response. 

So we will give just a minute for the citizen's attorney to consult with his clients on 
the prefers procedure, but I'll indicate that's the direction that seems most 
appropriate to me, and I intend to do that unless there's clear reason not to. 

We can entertain a few other questions, I guess, for the record. 

Nun: I just wanted to... 

Examiner: Do you want to come forward and put your question on the record? This 
is [SP] Hiya Nun, who testified earlier his evening. 

Nun: For clarity I just have two questions. Since some of us are not part of the 
resident's group, would be given the same opportunity to potentially respond to 
something in writing? 
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Examiner: Yes. 

Nun: Okay. 

Examiner: Yes. Anyone that is a party of record would receive... Well, let me put it 
this way. I think in the city of Edina you have a way to give notice, do you, to 
parties of record? 

Male: [inaudible 02:37] 

With the contact information we have, I mean, we can send out the notice or 
whatever information. A lot of people, I think we just have email contact, not 
necessarily street address. But we use email. Whatever sources we can use. 

Examiner: I think what we'll do is tonight pick a specific date that the material 
would be available for review, and then you could request it from the city and 
whatever your process is, either pick up a copy or maybe have one emailed if you 
provide an email address. Is that..? 

Male: That would work. 

Examiner: Okay. 

Nun: And then my second question would be, given some experience in the past 
with the reopening of the second hearing, this would be merely considered a 
continuance of this hearing as opposed to an additional process if it comes back to 
a public testimony situation? 

Examiner: I'm not sure what distinction you would make between the [inaudible 
03:30] and reopening. 

Nun: Well, you had mentioned at the beginning of the meeting that there's only 
supposed to be one hearing in a matter. 

Examiner: Oh. Yes. It would be, in that sense, a continuation of the one hearing. 

Nun: Got it. 

Examiner: We did not reopen for new issues or new proposals. 

Nun: Okay. Thank you very much. 
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Examiner: You're welcome. 

Roger Frey: Mr. Examiner, I have a couple of questions and comments. 

Examiner: Mr. Frey, I believe it is. 

Roger Frey: Roger Frey. So we had requested a continuance so that we could 
adequately prepare for this evening. We were denied a continuance. We did the 
work that was required to present to you this evening. We did out homework. It's 
not clear to me or any of us why they should get a continuance because they didn't 
do theirs. 

Examiner: Well, I can make that clear to you if you want it to be. 

Roger Frey: Please. We would all love to know why they get one and we didn't get 
one. 

Examiner: Yeah. I looked at the material that this city had provided, and the 
environment analysis, which was the primary request for continuances and review, 
the environment checklist, the environmental documentation, and that had been 
available for review for some time. In addition, there was request to further review 
the application and I noted that the city had made that available to citizens at the 
same time it was made available to me. I felt that the material, although it's 
voluminous, a lot of it are emails from citizens. 

In fact, that is by far the largest number of exhibits. So my determination was, I 
certainly had time to prepare for the hearing and I thought the citizens did as well, 
particularly because most of the documentation were emails from citizens. So I 
denied the continuance so that we could have the hearing this evening. 

Now, it is my impression that the testimony provided by citizens indicated a 
thorough understanding of the application, and I don't see that there is any 
prejudice by not having addition time to prepare. 

The applicant this evening has asked for an opportunity to respond in writing 
because some of the issues now introduce by citizens, and they are right in front of 
you on the white boards, are ones that they and not anticipated coming forward. 
That's what I think the indication was. 
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Roger Frey: Why is that our problem? Why is that our issue? 

Examiner: Mr. Frey, I've heard your objection to the procedures you put forth. I've 
given you my explanation. I would now like to move to the citizen's attorney and 
see what input they have. 

Roger Frey: Thank you. 

Male: So, Mr. Examiner, after conferring with our client it is our position that 
under the town code an also is consistent... 

Examiner: I'm sorry. I was interrupted by some coffee. 

Male: Oh, sorry. 

Examiner: It's your position that..? 

Male: It's a position consistent with 3670b and also with the town code as 
[inaudible 06:14] to type three decisions that the [inaudible 06:18] give evidence 
and testimony that was presented today... Excuse me. It has been a long day... 
Went specifically at issue to the criteria of the special use permit and the variance 
as provided by the code and consistent with the staff report and the voluminous 
documents were there. 

So we feel it's appropriate for this matter to be closed consistent with 3670b as 
opposed to providing what is in essence a second bite at the apple for a public 
hearing and the ability to respond with new testimony as based on what the 
representation from Mr. Stevens in response to testimony that was directed and 
contained specifically the record and as to the criteria before the hearing examiner. 

So our position would be, we would request that the hearing be closed and the 
examiner proceed to the decision. 

Examiner: Without an opportunity for the applicant to respond to the citizen 
testimony? 

Male: Again, our position would be there that this would be the opportunity here in 
this one public open hearing as provided a type three decision by the city and also 
consistent with 3670b. 
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Examiner: Well, as far as your second statement about consistency with 3670b, the 
one hearing requirement, that's not a consideration. I don't think that's relevant to 
what the proposal is. It's not a new hearing. It is a continuation of the hearing. The 
response has to be within the scope of what's heard in this hearing this evening, 
what testimony was presented. 

So no, it would not be a second hearing. Continuances are done all the time. They 
are to accommodate time considerations and the hour is getting late, so I think it's 
reasonable to allow that opportunity. 

It doesn't need to be two weeks. I think the applicant's attorney indicated it could 
be a shorter timeframe. Is that of concern to your clients, to have a shorter 
timeframe for decision? 

Male: I believe, in conferring with our clients I think that if the Hearing Examiner 
and certainly within your prerogative, and we agree with what appears to be your 
ruling, we would actually ask then if there was to be a continuance to allow for that 
full analysis by both the applicant and the citizens in the public if there's any 
response. I think that your origin recommendation which, I believe, if I heard, was 
two weeks by the applicant and two weeks by the rest of the public to respond to 
the testimony that's provided. 

Additional testimony within the scope of the record would be satisfactory to our 
clients. 

Examiner: Okay. Thank you. 

Those alternatives considered would be to actually continue the hearing to another 
date. I'm just trying to avoid doing that by allowing a written response and effect a 
continuation, and then if there's new material, which seems to be your concern, that 
there might be new material presented and maybe we need to define that better. 
The opportunity to respond in writing is only to citizen testimony presented here 
this evening and not to introduce new proposals or refined proposals or deals or 
anything else.  

It would be only to respond to citizen testimony. Anything outside that scope could 
be objected to and would not be considered by me, and I am reliant on Mr. Stevens 
to keep his clients in line to do that. 
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I think my confidence in well placed that that's what would happen. 

Now we do have the request by the city to respond this evening to issues that they 
heard from citizens that they would like to resound to. 

Ms. Nun, I did hear from you already about your concern. 

Nun: Well, I asked question and then they were able to say what their preference 
was. I didn't say what my preference was as an individual. Is that something that I 
can please do? 

Examiner: You think I should hear from every individual about what their 
preference would be, but you especially? 

Nun: No, not necessarily. If they're standing up here. 

I am special. 

Examiner: Since you stuck around? 

Nun: Yeah. 

Examiner: Okay. I would like to hear your preference. 

Nun: I do have a concern, and that is that, like you said, we were all give an 
opportunity to review the same materials as you had one week ago. From my 
perspective that is the complete record, and and any evidence that was offered 
tonight adds to that record and it becomes the record of the hearing. 

To allow either this city or the applicants or even us to go home and go, "Oh gosh, 
I didn't think about that and let me bolster this and submit that in writing," does in 
essence become new material. Whether they change their recommendation, they're 
just answering questions and softening things. 

It could get very vague as to whether or not it is new evidence, new material, and 
that's problematic, I think, down the line. I think that it would be better in my mind 
to simply continue the hearing and allow them to respond as they would have 
tonight if it's a time consideration, as opposed to allowing them to do this long 
analysis and have this extended period of time. I think it would be better to 
continue it to a time later this week, a short turnaround. To keep it fair. 
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Examiner: Well, I hear a plea for shortening the timeframe. 

Mr. Stevens, do you want to what you're hearing, or concerns with the process? Do 
you have any thoughts on how that can be of less concern and still meet your 
client's needs? Initially, when you discussed it with me, you said some period of 
time. A week or 10 days. 

Stevens: We sort of settled on two weeks. I might be able to do essentially what is 
a week and a half. I am basically unavailable until next Tuesday. So I don't have 
any time to really look at any of this until next Tuesday. 

So that's why I was proposing two weeks. Instead of going to next Wednesday I 
could probably go until next Monday. 

Examiner: So it's time to get out the calendar and look at what those days might be. 
If it's one week from Monday, is that what you're suggesting? 

Stevens: Yes. 

Examiner: That becomes the 28th of July, which is 11 days from today's date. 

Stevens: If that makes a difference I think we could probably do that. 

Examiner: Well, what I hear the concern expressed primarily by Ms. Nun is that, 
hey, we didn't have a whole lot of time, so we don't want to give you a whole lot of 
time. It's kind of a playground sense of fairness, I guess, but since it's of concern 
that would be appreciated if you do that. 

Stevens: Also, I would say I think I would oppose just aromatically opening up the 
hearing. I think your proposal, Mr. hearing examine, was that if citizens wanted to 
open up at the hearing they could make that request after seeing the materials. 

Examiner: Right, and we're gonna refine the scope. it's a response from the 
applicant in writing to citizen testimony. Citizens testimony was fairly clear, I 
think, fairly articulate about the issues raised. So what I would anticipate is a 
document not identifying any individual, but maybe a citizen comment. 

It's too close to the park. Setback is not sufficient, whatever the issue is, and 
articulate those, as I know you've taken careful notes and your colleague's, your 
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client's... And we'd see that lined up that way and not a narrative that goes into 
detail about why this is important. Does that make sense to you? 

Stevens: Yes sir. 

Examiner: I'm not trying to control how you respond, but I think if we saw Citizen 
Comment in bold or as the heading, and then Applicant Response, and from my 
notes it's your choice, but there are probably 20 to 25 different issues depending on 
how you wanted to refine it. You may choose to respond to the top five. But if we 
saw that I think that would give citizens some confidence that you're not wandering 
into new territory and making new proposals. 

Does that seem okay? 

Stevens: Absolutely. 

Examiner: And what I'm gonna do is put out a written word that says that, the 
response from the applicant by 4:30 on July 28th to note the citizen comment and 
the applicant response, and that way you can have some confidence that the 
applicant's response is not an opportunity to have another proposal put forward, but 
provides a response. 

Female: [inaudible 14:53] 

Examiner: Yeah. I don't anticipate new material being submitted. We don't need 
new analysis being done. 

Stevens: All I know is that some of the evidence and discussion was highly 
technical in nature, and I don't know that it would be appropriate for me to just 
write what the technical answer is. 

Examiner: We can refer to exhibits that are before us, but not introduce new 
exhibits because there's not an opportunity for people to review them and object to 
them. 

So referring to the 100 and whatever number there is, there are a lot of exhibits. So 
referencing exhibits that are in the record before us is appropriate, but new exhibits 
would not be acceptable. 
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Okay. So we'll do that and then give an opportunity for citizen review and request 
to reopen if you see something that needs additional response. 

Do you know how much time... If it's July 28th and you're able to review it, or 
basically the 29th, if we move that into, what, two weeks into August, does that fit 
citizens' timeframes? 

[pause] 

So August 11th. 

Female: [inaudible 16:23] 

Examiner: Yes you may. 

Female: [inaudible 16:20] 

Examiner: Sorry? 

Female: In the middle of the Edina. 

Examiner: Oh. 

Female: It will be fun. 

Examiner: This is part of what Edina a great place to live, right? 

Female: Exactly. A party every night. 

[inaudible 16:59] 

Male: [inaudible 17:10 - 17:14]... Edina residents down in corporate association, 
we believe that that would put us out to approximately, or actually, to August 11th, 
and that would be sufficient for our purposes. Again, this would be first scope of 
opportunity to review and then for motion practice if necessary, or to prepare for 
motion practice before the hearing examiner, the continuance, if there was what we 
believe with new evidence or evidence that was outside the scope of the record. 

Examiner: Exactly. That's a good way to put it. I had a reopening motion if there is 
new material or new issue presented, but the way you said it is fine too. 

Male: Okay. 
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Examiner: I think the point is clear. This is not to be additional evidence or 
exhibits submitted in support of an application, but citizen comment, applicant 
response. if that goes too far in the view of your clients or yourself the opportunity 
to ask the hearing be reopened and articulating the reason why would protect from 
going outside what we've done today. 

Male: I think, Mr. examiner, that's well stated, and our intent is to have an ability 
to review the record and reserve our rights to make necessary motions to ensure 
compliance with the town code. 

Examiner: Okay. great. So we will do that. We have the city now to respond and 
I'll note one other reason for doing this process. The city has made me aware of the 
cost of getting a room and recording equipment, and I want to be mindful of that. 
That is something you all pay for as tax payers and they were very concerned about 
continuing the hearing that was scheduled for tonight because of the cost involved 
in this hearing room. 

Is that fair to say, Mr. Gromback? 

Gromback: That is fair. Plus, any citizens that had received notice that weren't 
necessarily part of a particular group that may have been here may have showed up 
for the hearing tonight, and not knowing that it may have been continued. 

Examiner: Yes. Yes. So this is a process that provides protection, but in a way 
that's else costly. Okay. Thank you. 

Male: Mr. hearing examiner, I may have to back off a little bit on partly what we 
discussed because if we can't have absolutely any new evidence then I probably 
need to have Mr. Adams come testify tonight. I was sort of thinking that some of 
the questions related to his testimony and I would have him consider to respond... 

Examiner: Okay. You would like to present his testimony tonight. 

Male: I guess we have to if I can't have him answer those questions in writing. 

Examiner: Right. You would have to do that. 

Male: Okay. Then we'll do that. 
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Examiner: Okay. So we'll take the city's response. We'll take testimony from Mr. 
Adams and then I'll issue a written order about the procedures from hereon out. 

Okay. So Mr. Gromback, I think you have some responses to citizens' testimony. 

Gromback: Thank you. The majority of the citizens concerns and stuff I will leave 
actually to the applicant to respond, as most of those appear to be issues related to 
things that they're best qualified to follow up on. 

I just wanted to basically address two issues that were raised in the comments. One 
of those was the comment about agency and about the facility being located 
adjacent to 520, and then the other thing I wanted to address real quickly was the 
comment about the language in the code saying un-forested fair weather preserve 
instead of saying fair weather nature preserve and [inaudible 20:48]. I mention that 
one first because it was mentioned earlier in the hearing that basically that 
language between nature preserve and fair weather nature preserve and park has 
been used interchangeably in both our ordinances as well as you say on the staff 
report. 

So I just want to make sure it's clarified that that actually has the same meaning, 
that if you tried to narrow it down to just preserve than there actually is no un-
forested part of the park that's considered a preserve. So it would actually not even 
make sense. 

Examiner: So what you're telling me is that the proposal is within the park and 
preserve, officially? 

Gromback: Correct. 

Examiner: There's not one part that's a park and one part that's a preserve. 

Gromback: Correct. 

Examiner: It's in the parking preserve. 

Gromback: Correct, although when you look at it the park naturally divides into 
two parts, but it's all considered one as far as a public park facility. 

Examiner: Okay. Thank you. 
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g; So I just wanted to clarify that for the record, and then this other question that 
was raised about agency, and first thing I would point out is that that definition or 
that word is not defined in our code. Although adjoining is defined adjacency is not 
defined. That was done on purpose because they are considered different. 

Adjoining actually means essentially touching or across the street from, so 
adjacency is considered to have a little bit more flexibility. 

I wanted to just mention a little bit the reason why the location of the lease was 
selected in part had to deal with... At the time when the counsel was taking up this 
consideration to lease with independent towers the 520 project was just getting 
started and there was not a final design, because when the 520 project was built 
there was a design built, so there were still some question marks as to exactly 
where the lease and the improvements were going to be located. 

So when the counsel made their decision about what the lease area could be they 
moved it as close to 520 as they felt was possible based on the circumstances of the 
time of the 520 project and then based on also as well as what our code says about 
it being adjacent to 520. 

So it was a combination of those two items that led to the lease area being selected 
the way it's selected, and that has been presented here in the staff report. So I just 
wanted to clarify those points. 

Examiner: That's helpful. Return a moment to adjacent. Is that what's in your code? 
Adjacency or adjacent? 

Gromback: Yeah. 

Examiner: And I'm curious about your testimony. It's not defined in the code, but 
adjoining is defined. 

Gromback: Correct. 

Examiner: And you're telling me that, I think, to share that the counsel could have 
defined it if it wanted to and chose not to because they defined adjoining. 

Gromback: Correct. 

Examiner: They didn't define adjacent. 
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But I'm curious. You in your role as planning director, have you had an 
opportunity to interpret what adjacent would mean in the code? 

Gromback: Not formally, and in part because it was never felt to be necessary. 
When the lease was signed this language was in the code, although it was 
referenced in a different section at that time. But it was still the same language 
today that's in chapter 20.37. 

So in the counsel approving the lease, as I mentioned, they wouldn't have approved 
the lease if they thought it was contrary to the zoning regulations and the language 
that had been written for what could be allowed in fairy weather preserve and park. 

When the code was adopted and then when the lease was done the counsel actually 
felt those were consistent with each other. 

Examiner: Okay. This may be in the materials and I don't require you to give an 
answer, but while I'm thinking about it, so the proposed location for this southern 
tower is how far from the 520 right away? 

Gromback: It's in the staff report. 28 feet is, I believe, what we've identified in the 
staff report. 

Examiner: 20 feet. 

Gromback: 28 feet. 

Examiner: 28 feet from the right away. 

In your opinion then, on behalf of the city, that qualifies as adjacent? 

Gromback: Yes, and that's consistent with the counsel's decision on approving the 
lease and the location of where they approved the lease. Because I would note that 
independent towers would not be able to locate that tower outside of the lease area 
in the park unless there was an amendment to the lease that the counsel would have 
to approve. 

Examiner: Okay. I'm curious, and again, I'm not requiring you to respond, but a lot 
of the testimony I heard was about alternative locations. If you didn't have the lease 
in place would this still be the best location? 
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We heard citizen testimony about, it could be within [inaudible 35:56] right of 
way. It could be a park and ride. Is that anything that the city had opportunity to 
consider, as either part of your environmental review or as part of your analysis of 
the special use permit application? 

Gromback: The existing sites were considered sites that did not have current 
wireless communication facilities. They were considered. The city counsel, in 
doing the lease with independent towers, would not take those other locations into 
consideration because they don't have control of those other properties. 

WSDOT right of way is WSDOT's to control. The city doesn't have any say about 
what they lease, what they don't lease. At the time that this lease was signed, 
though, WSDOT was not allowing any wireless communication facilities in that 
location other than... They did allow one [inaudible 26:42] and it was one of the 
temporary use permits. I think that's in evidence there. 

There was a temporary facility on a telephone pole that had been installed at the 
very south end next to Evergreen Point road. They allowed for that because it was 
out of their construction. That was the only location, I guess, they could basically 
identify [inaudible 27:01] construction that actually worked for T-Mobile for 
providing their coverage. 

So they agreed to a lease with T-Mobile for that location, but the other locations 
within the 520 around and in the Edina jurisdiction at that time they had a lot of 
construction going on. So when the lease was negotiated that was the existing 
conditions at that time. 

Examiner: Okay. So in some ways I think this is what you're telling me. When the 
city did the lease it looked at what other dies might be available. 

[clears throat] 

Excuse me. 

... And found there weren't really any other sites available, and that in part led to 
the lease of the park land? 

Gromback: Well, we looked within the city property. We didn't look outside the 
city property. 
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Examiner: In part because I think you just told me that within the 520 right of way 
at that time, the state was not allowing there to be... 

Gromback: That was our understanding, but when the counsel was reviewing for 
the lease they weren't as much caught up in that part as much as they were looking 
about the revenue aspects of a lease. 

Also, the coverage was the other issue that had come up at that time. So that was 
all part of their consideration. They didn't really take into consideration... We just 
knew that there was the opportunity because WSDOT was not allowing any of the 
wireless carrier back in that area at that time other than what I mentioned about T-
Mobile on the south side of the highway. 

Examiner: Okay. Thank you. That's helpful. 

So that's the city response to citizen testimony. Now, Mr. Stevens, you wanted to 
present your witness to respond to some of the citizen testimony. 

Male: [inaudible 28:46] 

Examiner: And Mr. Adams is returning to the witness podium. I wanted to take 
note of the citizen exhibits that were prepared. We have these nice displays in front 
of the podium. Mr. Gromback, you might want to help out here. Is it the city's 
intent to hold onto those or should they be returned to citizens? 

Gromback: I think we have copies of all of them [inaudible 29:24] 

Examiner: I think it might be a challenge to have them archived, which the city 
would be required to do if you took possession of them. 

So I think they have been very valuable to have here tonight that we could all see 
the exhibit as it was enlarged, but you may want to hold onto those depending on 
where the decision goes. They could be beneficial to you in the future. 

A little housekeeping matter. 

And now we have... A Mr. Adams has returned to the witness stand. Mr. Stevens, 
do you have questions then for your [inaudible 30:03] 
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Stevens: I do, and also in housekeeping there are a couple of exhibits I want to ask 
him to do, which is 63abc and perhaps d. There isn't a copy for me. But I think I 
gave them back to city staff. 

Or maybe I gave them back to the hearing center. 

Examiner: Yeah. I loaned you my copy. Do you have a copy of 63? 

Oh, could you provide it to Mr. Stevens for this witness to look at? 

And he promises to return it for the official bio. 

Adams: I do. 

Male: [inaudible 30:46] 

Examiner: See, I did pick 10 o'clock for a reason, I indicated earlier to the 
attorneys, that we do not go past 10. So we're doing fine. We're gonna get there. 

Stevens: Mr. Adams, I've just shown you exhibit 63 abc and d. Do you see those? 

Adams: Yes. 

Stevens: Okay. If my memory serves me correctly a and b were described as print 
outs from the T-Mobile website of this coverage. 

Adams: Yes. 

Stevens: What does that tell you about T-Mobile's coverage? 

Adams: Well, it looks like T-Mobile has coverage every square foot of the area 
shown on the map, but in fact what's odd about it is that the actual coverage map 
that T-Mobile has provided for this area doesn't agree at all with what's on the 
website. 

I mean, the website is showing coverage on every corner of Medina, whereas their 
other detailed coverage map shows many areas where there's no coverage, and in 
fact their coverage analysis is very similar to mine in terms of areas that are getting 
missed do to, again, tree canopy and just being in a bad location. A low location. 

Stevens: And when you say that is very close to yours, that is which exhibit? 
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Adams: That is exhibit 63c. Again, to be clear, as other people have pointed out, 
my analysis was for just the one cell site, whereas exhibit 63c shows T-Mobile 
coverage including all of their cell sites. However, when I say it's similar to mine I 
mean particularly when you're looking at the cell site in question. The dead zones 
that they show are the same deed zones, roughly speaking, that I show. 

This is in stark contrast to the website marketing map. 

Stevens: Does that surprise you that they would be different? 

Adams: Not really. I mean, carriers want to put their best image forward on their 
website. I mean, this is T-Mobil's analysis. 

Examiner: Mr. Adams, hold on a minute. 

Adams: Yeah. 

Examiner: Because they are different timeframes, right? 63c indicates it's from a 
2010 application for a [SP] [Hunts] point tower. Is that what you meant to refer to? 

Adams: Yes. 

Examiner: An the 63a, the testimony was this was within the last week. So things 
could change over a period of four years. 

Adams: Well, it's possible, but again, I don't see how... And again, I have not done 
an analysis of every one of these cell sites, but I am really quite doubtful that 
you're getting coverage along every possible nook and cranny and shoreline on this 
map compared to the one in 2010. It should still be valid, particularly in this cell 
site on exhibit 63c, there's a dead zone on this tip. 

Unless there's a cell site that is located on this tip that is not shown on this map I 
don't see how that coverage would change. 

Examiner: Okay. Thank you. 

Stevens: And based on the testimony, what is your understanding that a and b are 
from? I understand they're from the website, but are they part of an analysis, a 
technical analysis used in permitting, or..? 
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Adams: Well, it's understandable that on the website they would use terms like 
excellent, very strong, good. This makes perfect sense, of course. As an engineer I 
like numbers. I like data rates. I like percent coverage. I like harder quantitative 
data. This, I don't really consider this to be of that quality. 

It has numerous statements on this map, exhibit 63b, that... Let's see. 

"The definitions in user experience may differ for dedicated mobile internet 
devices such as mobile hotspots, tablets and laptop sticks." 

That tells me immediately that they're not necessarily even considering data usage. 
It now occurs to me that they may be primarily looking at voice coverage, not data 
services. 

So when they say that your experience may differ for dedicated mobile internet 
devices. Well, if it may differ than that means that this coverage map doesn't 
include that analysis. 

Again, from a marketing point of view, I understand why they would show that. It 
makes them look better. 

Stevens: Mr. Adams, I'm gonna change direction to the testimony by Dr. [SP] 
[Wen]. 

Adams: Yes. 

Stevens: Do you remember that testimony? 

Adams: Yes. 

Stevens: Do you remember her talking about how... And as a layman I will try not 
to mischaracterize her testimony, but that the future was going to be in smaller 
towers and not larger towers? 

Adams: Yes, and I spoke to Dr. Wen even during the break and actually told her 
that she's exactly correct. She knows her stuff. This is where the industry is going. 
It's not there yet. 

If you go to technical conferences, if you look at the IEEE communications 
magazine, for example, that Dr. Wen and I are both very familiar with, there is 
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tremendous talk about increasing the density of cell site nodes to provide a better 
user experience. As Dr. Wen points out, this would included things like small cells, 
picocells, femtocells. We're going to get more nodes. We're not going to get less 
nodes. 

Stevens: When you say nodes, what are you referring to? 

Adams: I mean a cell site. So a cell site could be on a 120 foot tower. It could be at 
76 feet. It could be at 35 feet. The term small cell just means something that would 
be intended to cover less area. 

So eventually you're gonna see more and more cell sites, small cells, or you're 
gonna see distributed antenna systems within buildings. The industry is absolutely 
going in that direction. She's completely correct, but it's not there yet. 

I can say personally that I have been working with Verizon on some projects back 
east and they are very reluctant to spend money. They are very reluctant to go to 
small cells quickly. They want to hang onto that macro cell as long as possible 
because they want to squeeze as much out of it as they can before they have 
another capital expenditure. 

My point being that all the carriers will agree with [SP] [Sheria] completely, but 
this is moving very slowly because the cost of having a higher node density or cell 
site density, it's high. It's higher than having just one macro cell. 

Again, one other point I would like to make that's mildly interesting just in the 
general basis, but Qualcomm and Cisco have both had independent analysis saying 
that in the next 10 years our data demand will go up by a factor of a thousand. 
That's you and that's me and that's everyone in this room that uses a phone and data 
device. People are looking at a thousand fold increase in data, and this is actually 
consistent with the twofold increase that's been occurring year after year after year 
for the last decade. 

The only way to really meet the requirements of our hunger for data is to have 
more cell sites, higher density of cell nodes, and that's sort of what Sheria was 
saying. She was saying, "Well, we could have lower height towers and we could 
have more of them," and she's right. But again, this could cost money to put more 
cell sites in. 
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Stevens: Thank you. That's all I have. 

Examiner: Okay. Thank you for your testimony. 

Female: [inaudible 38:48] can I reply to what I said? 

Examiner: Well... 

Adams: I'm sorry if I missed anything. 

Examiner: Dr. Wen is here in the hearing room still, but let me say this. It's an 
interesting discussion, but it's nothing I'm going to rule on about where the industry 
is going. So I do not want to have that debate this evening. Okay? 

Female: I just wanted to... 

Examiner: You're free to debate it outside the hearing room. 

Female: But I disagree with Mr. [inaudible 39:09]... 

Examiner: I understand you disagree with Mr.... 

Female: Because what I am talking about with small cells is not a tower. It's some 
[inaudible 39:16] 

Examiner: Yeah, and Dr. Wen, I understand it's a technical discussion about where 
the industry is going. I am not going to have that debate this evening. 

Female: But [inaudible 39:26] happened today most of the city... 

Examiner: Okay. Thank you for your testimony. 

Adams: I don't disagree. 

Examiner: I encourage you to have that discussion outside the hearing room. It's 
not something I need to rule on about where the industry is going. I'm looking at a 
specific proposal, so I'm not giving credibility to your testimony or to Mr. Adams' 
testimony on where the industry is going. I don't think it's relevant to the decision 
that I need to make. 

It's interesting, but not relevant. All right. Thank you, sir, for your testimony. 
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Then have we come to the conclusion of the hearing this evening, understanding 
that we're continuing it? 

Male: Yes. 

Examiner: Okay. Mr. Morrison, did you have a comment? Or are you just stetting? 

Male: [inaudible 40:13] 

Examiner: They have been around me tonight too, so don't misinterpret any of my 
remarks where I've been waving hands or swatting things. Okay. 

It's late enough. 9:30. I thank you for your preparation as citizens and your clarity 
in presentation that allows us to do the procedure that we discussed earlier, where 
the applicant will indicate citizen comment and applicant response. This city has 
completed its presentation in response to citizen comment, so I expect the next few 
weeks to go very smoothly. 

If for any reason it doesn't, the citizens through individuals, and through those 
represented by a council, will have the opportunity to get things back on track. So 
that's what we're prepared to do and are going to move forward doing. 

Male: Mr. Examiner, [inaudible 41:04] clarifying question on [inaudible 41:08 - 
41:10] continuance for notification purposes. Is that going to go out to all citizens 
that signed into the application or the sign in sheet for tonight's hearing? 

Examiner: The order that I prepare? 

Male: Yes. 

Examiner: No. I would think those that were interested in the hearing would be 
here right now, and they are here right now. As far as further distribution, would 
the city post on the website as you have to date about when the hearing is? Would 
you put in order following hearing? 

Male: [inaudible 41:45 - 41:52] 

Examiner: Well, there are two questions. One is, yeah, getting a copy of the 
applicant response. That will be made available by the city on July 28th when it's 
submitted and thereafter. As far as the order I issue, it will go to the city and the 
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applicant and then, I guess, you, Mr. Morrison, you will get a copy of it for your 
clients. 

Other individuals I didn't track how to distribute. 

Male: [inaudible 42:26 - 42:29] 

Examiner: Yeah. I don't think you're required to. You can post it on your website, 
but the fact that I'm announcing it here this evening, it's a matter of record here this 
evening, and those that are interested and cared enough to stay through this hearing 
know what it is. 

So I don't feel obligated to distribute to each party of record. I hope they will 
become aware of it and certainly by the 28th of July they should become aware of 
it, and we know what the process is from their following. 

Okay. We're adjourned. 

[end transcript] 
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